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Engines for war they devise and invent wondrous wittily. Which when they be made
they keep very secret, lest, if they should be known before need require, they should be
but laughed at and serve to no purpose.

–Thomas More, Utopia, Book II (1516)

That is the biggest fool thing we have ever done... the [atomic] bomb will never go
off, and I speak as an expert in explosives.

–Adm. William Leahy to President Harry Truman (1945)

Overview

Fuel atoms such as uranium or plutonium can release a relatively large amount of energy by
fissioning into two smaller atoms plus a few loose neutrons moving at fast speeds. These neutrons
can induce other fuel atoms to fission, but they are most effective at doing so if they are moving at
slow (“thermal”) speeds. Thus a substance called a moderator is often mixed in with the fuel to slow
the neutrons down. The key to fission reactor analysis is neutron bookkeeping–how many neutrons
are released by each fission event, how quickly the moderator slows them down, how many neutrons
are lost along the way, how many of the remaining neutrons cause additional fission reactions, etc.
Methods based on this sort of bookkeeping allow one to calculate the spatial distribution of the
neutron population (via diffusion theory), the energy distribution of the neutrons (via Fermi age
theory), and the time-varying behavior of the neutron population (via kinetics calculations). The
two major applications of fission are power-generating reactors and fission explosives.
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1 Fission Fundamentals

Fission is the separation of a large nucleus such as a uranium or plutonium nucleus into two
smaller nuclei. Nuclear Physics 3.3 introduces the detailed physics that occurs within a nucleus in
this process. Fission can be spontaneous or triggered by a variety of stimuli, but this summary will
focus on fission reactions that are induced by neutron absorption. A typical fission reaction is:

Fuel nucleus + neutron → unstable nucleus → 2 smaller nuclei + 2 or 3 neutrons + energy (E)

Since a fission event emits more neutrons, it is possible to achieve a chain reaction, in which fission
of each nucleus causes one or more additional nuclei to fission, as shown in Fig. 1. This state of
sustained chain reaction is known as criticality.
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Figure 1. Fission chain reaction, in which neutrons emitted by one fission reaction
induce additional fission reactions.

Before analyzing fission reactors, it is best to present some basic information about fission reactions,
including fission fuels, fission reaction energies, fission reaction cross sections, moderators, and the
neutron multiplication factor.
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1.1 Fission Fuels

There are three fission fuels of particular note:

235
92 U (uranium-235) is a good fission fuel, but it makes up only 0.72% of natural uranium. Vir-
tually all of the rest of natural uranium is the isotope 238

92 U, which is inert unless it is hit with
high-energy (at least a few MeV) neutrons. Usually the relative amount of 235

92 U must be enriched
to at least a few percent of the total for uranium to be useful as reactor fuel. Information on
enrichment methods will be given in Section 5.6.

239
94 Pu (plutonium-239) is an excellent fission fuel that is not naturally occuring. It must be bred
(created artificially) by bombarding uranium-238 with neutrons and letting the resulting nuclei un-
dergo two beta-decay reactions:

238
92 U + neutron → 239

92 U + gamma ray (neutron capture)

239
92 U → 239

93 Np + electron (beta decay)

239
93 Np → 239

94 Pu + electron (beta decay)

Whereas enrichment of uranium is difficult due to the fact that 235U and 238U are chemically iden-
tical and very close in mass, it is relatively straightforward to purify 239Pu out from the 238U from
which it was bred by exploiting the chemical differences between the elements. Due to the high
concentration of 238U in most reactor fuel, spent fuel from fission reactors may contain a substantial
amount of 239Pu. Scavenging 239Pu (or remaining 235U) from spent reactor fuel is known as fuel
reprocessing. Section 5.7 will discuss fuel reprocessing methods.

233
92 U (uranium-233) is a good fission fuel which is sometimes contemplated. It is not naturally
occuring, so it must be bred from 232

90 Th (thorium-232) via the following process:

232
90 Th + neutron → 233

90 Th + gamma ray (neutron capture)

233
90 Th → 233

91 Pa + electron (beta decay)

233
91 Pa → 233

92 U + electron (beta decay)

Note the parallels between the process for breeding 233U and that for breeding 239Pu.
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Figure 2. Potential energy V of a nucleus fissioning into two fragments as a function
of the separation rCM between the fission fragments. (a) The complete function V (rCM )
shows the local energy minimum of the intact nucleus, the potential barrier to fission, and the large
energy release that accompanies fission. (b) The fission barrier is shown in more detail.

1.2 Fission Reaction Energy

Energies in nuclear physics and related fields are often measured in electron volts (eV), where 1 eV
= 1.602 × 10−19 J, as well as multiples such as kilo-electron volts (keV) and mega-electron volts
(MeV). Temperatures T are frequently converted to an equivalent thermal energy kBT in electron
volts, where kB = 1.3807× 10−23 J/oK = 8.618× 10−5 eV/oK is the Boltzmann constant.

The potential energy of a nucleus varies during the fission process. For a typical heavy nucleus
[Fig. 2], the potential has a local minimum for the undeformed nucleus, increases as the nucleus
stretches and divides into two nuclei, and then decreases greatly as the daughter nuclei separate
due to their mutual Coulomb repulsion. This releases an energy E ∼ 200 MeV in the fission process.
(In contrast, chemical reactions release at most a few eV per atom.) The fission energy may be
compared with the total rest energy Mc2 of a U-235 nucleus:

E
Mc2

=
E

235(mc2)nucleon
≈ 210 MeV

235 · 939 MeV
≈ 1.0 · 10−3 . (1)

Thus in a fission reaction, 0.1% of the mass gets converted into energy.

Uranium-235 actually fissions into a light fragment with mass number A1 ∼ 95 and a heavy fragment
with A2 ∼ 140. The sizes of the resulting light and heavy fragments vary somewhat, creating a
double-peaked mass distribution [Fig. 3(a)]. Fig. 3(b) shows that for different masses of the
fissioning nucleus, the heavy fragment mass peak remains essentially fixed, while the light peak is
left to shift with the changes in total mass. If there is very little energy initially put into the fission
reaction, the trough between the light and heavy mass peaks is quite deep. Yet as the input energy
increases, the trough becomes less and less deep [Fig 3(c)]; the fissioning nucleus becomes able to
fall into almost any final state, not just the energetically lowest ones.
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Figure 3. Mass distributions of nuclear fragments resulting from fission. (a) Low-energy
neutron-induced fission of 235U. (b) Effect of increasing the initial mass of the nucleus undergoing
fission by ∆A. (c) Effect of input energy on neutron-induced 235U fission.

Most of the energy released by fission appears as kinetic energy of the light and heavy fragments.
For fission of 235U, approximately 168 MeV is released as kinetic energy of the fission fragments.
Due to conservation of momentum, the light fragment receives more of the energy than the heavy
fragment. The light fragment has an average energy (140/235)× 168 MeV = 100 MeV, while the
heavy fragment has an average energy (95/235) × 168 MeV = 68 MeV. Of course, the observed
energies vary about these mean values just as the observed atomic masses vary about the values 95
and 140.

Immediately after fission, each fragment has a great deal of residual energy Eres. Roughly half
of this residual energy is imparted to neutrons, which then escape from the nuclear potentials of
the fragments. The ejected neutrons are called prompt neutrons, because they are emitted very
soon after the fission event. For 235U, the prompt neutrons have an average energy 〈En〉 ≈ 2
MeV. Using a thermodynamic analogy, the energy spectrum f(En) of the emitted neutrons may
be approximated as that of a Maxwellian gas (see Statistical Physics ?.?),

f(En) =
2

(kBTn)3/2

√
En
π

exp

(
− En
kBTn

)
, (2)

where the relation 〈En〉 = 3
2kBTn gives a neutron temperature of kBTn ≈ 1.3 MeV. The average

number ν of neutrons released per fission event is generally between 2 and 3, depending on the type
of fuel and the energy of the neutron that induced the fission.

The other half of the energy of the excited fission fragments (∼ 7 MeV) is radiated away as gamma
rays with an average energy 1 MeV each. Most of the gamma rays are emitted after the prompt
neutrons when there is not enough residual energy to liberate another neutron.

As discussed in Nuclear Physics 3.3, the most stable heavy isotopes have a lower value of Z/A
than the most stable light isotopes. Even after emitting approximately one prompt neutron each,
the fission fragments have almost the same Z/A ratio as their parent nucleus [Fig. 4]. Thus the
fragments have too many neutrons and too few protons to be stable against β decay at their new
mass values.
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Figure 4. Products of fission reactions are inherently radioactive. Fission fragments must
be β− emitters.

The fragments undergo a series of beta decays, emitting energetic electrons and neutrinos until
they arrive at stable Z/A ratios. As the fragments approach the stable values, the half-lives of the
decays generally become longer and longer. Examples of these decay chains are:

A = 93 : 93
37Rb

6 sec−→ 93
38Sr

7 min−→ 93
39Y

10 hr−→ 93
40Zr

106 yr−→ 93
41Nb (stable) (3)

A = 140 : 140
54 Xe

16 sec−→ 140
55 Cs

66 sec−→ 140
56 Ba

12.8 days−→ 140
57 La

40 hr−→ 140
58 Ce (stable) (4)

After a β decay, a fission fragment may be in an excited state of an element in which one of the
neutrons has enough energy to escape. Such delayed neutrons are emitted long after the fission
event, only after one or more β decays. Although there are only ∼ 1/100 as many delayed neutrons
as prompt neutrons, they can be quite significant. As discussed in Section 4.2, balancing a fission
reactor so that it needs the delayed neutrons to sustain its chain reaction makes the reactor easier
to control, since the reaction rate cannot change as quickly.

Product 235U 239Pu

Light fragment 99.8 101.8
Heavy fragment 68.4 73.2
Prompt neutrons 4.8 5.8
Prompt gamma 7.5 7
β from fragments 7.8 8
γ from fragments 6.8 6.2

Neutrinos 12 12

Total 207 MeV 214 MeV

Table 1. Average energies (in MeV) for neutron-induced fission of 235U and 239Pu.
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Table 1 lists the average energy breakdowns for neutron-induced fission of 235U and 239Pu, the two
nuclei of greatest applied interest.

In addition to the radioactive daughter nuclei produced by fission, neutron activation of unfissioned
fuel also produces a variety of radioactive actinides. As shown in Fig. 5, there are few choices for
fissile fuel to control the products. Eliminating non-fuel actinides from fresh fuel would reduce
the resulting actinide waste, but at the price of making the fuel a criticality hazard and nuclear
weapons proliferation risk (due to its highly enriched state) and also preventing breeding of new
fuel species.
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Figure 5. Neutron activation within the fission fuel produces a variety of actinides.
Red arrows indicate the direction in which one nucleus is transmuted into another via (n,γ) neutron
capture, (n,2n) neutron loss, β− decay, and α decay. See Nuclear Physics for more information on
these basic processes.

1.3 Fission Reaction Cross Sections

Fission reactors and bombs use the neutrons emitted by one fission to produce more fission events,
thereby creating a chain reaction. Such applications require information about the number and
energies of neutrons emitted in fission, which we have already examined. They also require infor-
mation about neutron-induced fission reaction cross sections, which we will now investigate.

When a neutron falls into a nuclear potential well, its energy increases by an amount equal to the
binding energy of an additional nucleon for that nucleus, typically several MeV. For example, a
neutron added to 235U to form 236U gains an energy of approximately 6.5 MeV. Since this energy is
larger than the fission barrier height VB = 6.2 MeV for the compound nucleus 236U, even a neutron
with zero initial energy can cause 235U to immediately undergo fission [Fig. 6(a)]. In contrast, a
neutron added to 238U to form 239U only gains 4.8 MeV. (Nuclei are much happier to transition to
an even number of protons and even number of neutrons than to end up with an odd number of
either.) This energy is ∼ 1.8 MeV less than the barrier height VB = 6.6 MeV of 239U, so neutrons
bombarding 238U must have an energy greater than a threshold energy ∼ 1.8 MeV to trigger fission
[Fig. 6(b)].
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Figure 6. Fission barrier height VB and neutron addition energy for (a) 235U and (b)
238U isotopes.

With an extra pair of neutrons and an extra pair of protons, 239Pu closely resembles 235U. 6.5 MeV
is gained by adding a neutron to 239Pu, whereas the fission barrier for 240Pu is only VB = 6.0 MeV.
Therefore 239Pu can also be fissioned by neutrons with essentially zero initial energy.

Nuclear Physics 3.3 calculates neutron-induced fission cross sections σnf for 235U and 239Pu, illus-
trated qualitatively in Fig. 7. The cross section is the equivalent area of the target nucleus that
must be hit by an incoming particle in order to cause a reaction. The cross section is measured
in units of barns (b, as in hitting the side of a barn), where 1 b ≡ 10−28 m2. As explained in
Nuclear Physics 3, and as may be seen by the large variations in σ with energy in Fig. 7, the cross
section involves complex quantum phenomena and usually is not the actual cross-sectional area of
the target nucleus. Over a wide range of energies, the fission cross sections vary roughly as:

σnf ≈
85√
En, eV

barn for 235U σnf ≈
140√
En, eV

barn for 239Pu (5)

Fission cross sections are famed for being inversely proportional to the neutron velocity vn, σnf ∝
1/
√
En ∝ 1/vn. Physically, this just means that the reaction cross section is proportional to the

time a neutron spends near a nucleus. The constants in Eq. (5) are not actually constant but rather
may vary by ∼ 20% over the energy range. Of great importance for fission reactors are the thermal
(E ∼ kBT , where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature; for room temperature
T ≈ 300 oK, kBT ≈ 0.025 eV) values, 584 barns for 235U and 742 barns for 239Pu.

In Fig. 7, the cross section oscillations at low neutron energies are due to resonances with energy
levels of the excited nucleus. It becomes difficult to resolve resonances at energies E > 100 eV
because their widths correspond to very small fractions of the bombarding neutron energy.

Above ∼ 100 eV the resonance widths correspond to very small fractions of the bombarding neutron
energy, so the resonances tend to blur together, producing an average fission cross section shown
in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7. Neutron-induced fission cross section σfiss for 233U, 235U, 239Pu, and 238U.

As the neutron energy increases, the cross section continues to fall like 1/vn until it reaches the
true geometrical cross-sectional area of the nucleus πR2 ∼ 1 − 2 barns at energy En ∼ 0.4 MeV.
Above this energy, the cross section remains fairly level, apart from a giant resonance increases the
cross section by ∼ 20% around En = 2 MeV.

Another very high-energy phenomenon occurs when En+Sn exceeds multiples of the fission barrier
energy. When En+Sn > 2VB, the bombarding neutron can escape from the nucleus yet leave behind
enough energy to still cause the nucleus to undergo fission. Similarly, when En + Sn > 3VB, the
bombarding neutron and one other neutron can escape from the nucleus while still imparting enough
energy to trigger fission. First-chance fission is fission that occurs upon simple absorption of a
neutron, second-chance fission happens after absorption and re-emission of the neutron, third-
chance fission occurs after absorption of one neutron and emission of two, and so forth. At the
threshold for second-chance fission (∼ 7 MeV for 235U and 239Pu), the total fission cross section
becomes the sum of approximately equal cross sections (∼ πR2) for first- and second-chance fission
and therefore roughly doubles. The total fission cross section increases by a similar step size at the
threshold for third-chance fission (∼ 13 MeV for 235U and 239Pu).

Figure 7 also shows the fission cross section for 238U. As noted previously, the threshold for first-
chance fission of 238U is around 1.4 MeV. At this point, the cross section smoothly rises to ∼ 0.5
barn, a value roughly comparable to but somewhat smaller than πR2 of the nucleus. Since this
energy is too high for resonance or 1/v effects, the cross section above the threshold is essentially
flat. However, the cross section does increase in stair steps of the value ∼ 0.5 barn at the thresholds
for second- and third-chance fission (6.5 and 14 MeV). Above this point, the input energies become
so large and so disruptive to the nucleus that the stairstep structure becomes more confused.
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The neutrons that are produced by fission have very high energies (E ∼ 2 MeV), yet neutrons
with very low energies (E � 1 eV) have the highest cross sections for inducing 235U and 239Pu
fission. This mismatch makes it more difficult to produce a fission chain reaction, in which neutrons
from one fission induce other reactions, which then induce still more reactions. To overcome this
problem, most fission reactors mix uranium with a moderator material that slows down neutrons
via collisions with nuclei but does not absorb them [Fig. 8], so E for a particular neutron decreases
with time. Section 3 will examine neutron slowing-down by moderators in more detail. Fast
reactors and fission bombs are designed to sustain chain reactions without a moderator, simply
relying on the ∼ 1− 2 barn fission cross sections at neutron energies of 1-2 MeV.

n
n
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between
reactions

ModeratorFuel Fuel

Figure 8. A moderator slows down neutrons from fission reactions in order to maximize
the probability that the neutrons will produce more fission reactions.

Neutrons of any energy can be elastically scattered by nuclei. In the lab frame in which a neutron
strikes a nucleus that is initially at rest, part of the neutron’s initial kinetic energy is transferred to
the nucleus. Lower-mass nuclei have less inertia and therefore absorb more of the neutron’s energy,
reducing or moderating the neutron energy and sometimes leading to recoil nuclei with enough
kinetic energy to constitute secondary radiation of heavy charged particles. Low-mass nuclei that
do not readily absorb neutrons (such as hydrogen, deuterium and 12C) are used as moderators
to slow neutrons inside fission reactors. After many collisions, the neutrons are slowed until their
average kinetic energy is the same as the thermal energy ∼ kBT of the surrounding matter, or
0.025 eV for room temperature matter. Thermal neutrons that have reached this state are in
equilibrium with their surroundings and on average do not lose additional energy from further
collisions. In addition to slowing neutrons down, elastic collisions scatter the neutrons, leading to
spatial diffusion. Spatial diffusion caused by elastic scattering is considered in detail in Section 2,
and the moderation of neutron energies caused by elastic scattering is analyzed in Section 3.
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While neutrons cover the whole range of energies, at this time for simplicity we will only consider
two different energy ranges of neutrons, distinguished by subscripts:

f means fast neutrons (E ∼ 1− 2 MeV)

th means thermal neutrons (E ∼ 0.025 eV).

Certain nuclei such as silver-109, cadmium-113, indium-115, gadolinium-155 and -157, and hafnium-
177 through -180 readily absorb neutrons, becoming heavier isotopes and emitting the excess energy
as gamma rays. Boron-10 also strongly absorbs neutrons, although it disintegrates into lithium-
7 and helium-4 (an alpha particle) in the process. Such nuclei are useful for neutron shielding
or absorbing excess neutrons in fission reactors, where they go by various names such as control
elements or control rods, neutron poisons, and shims. Where boron is used as a neutron absorber
in control rods or other components, allowances must be made for the helium gas that is produced.

1.4 Calculation of Neutron Multiplication Factor

The number density of nuclei is given by the equation

nnuclei ≡
NAρ

A
, (6)

where NA ≈ 6.022 · 1023 atoms per A grams is Avogadro’s number, A is the mass number of
the nuclei, and ρ is the mass density. Typical mass and number densities for nuclear fuels are
ρ ≈ 18.81 · 103 kg/m3 and nnuclei = 4.82 × 1028 m−3 for pure U-235, ρ ≈ 19.05 · 103 kg/m3 and
nnuclei = 4.82 × 1028 m−3 for pure U-238, and ρ ≈ 19.84 · 103 kg/m3 and nnuclei = 5.0 × 1028 m−3

for pure Pu-239.

Whereas the microscopic nuclear cross section (for an event such as fission, absorption, etc.)
is σ, the macroscopic cross section is Σ ≡ nnuclei σ. Macroscopic cross sections are additive
for mixtures of different substances. As an example, if fuel and moderator atoms are intermixed
and have the respective densities nfuel and nmod and microscopic neutron absorption cross sections
σabs, fuel and σabs, mod, the total macroscopic absorption cross section for neutrons will be

Σabs = nfuel σabs, fuel + nmod σabs, mod (7)

n(E) is defined to be the number density of neutrons as a function of energy. The total number
density n of neutrons is related to the energy-dependent neutron density by the relation

n =

∫ ∞
0

dE n(E) . (8)

The neutron speed v is related to the neutron energy E by the usual nonrelativistic equation:

v(E) =

√
2E

mn
= 1.38× 104

√
EeV m/sec (9)

where mn ≈ 1.675 · 10−27 kg is the mass of the neutron. A simplifying assumption which is often
used is that the neutrons are all monoenergetic with an energy E and speed v. This assumption is
crude but greatly simplifies the equations and still gives the correct answer when handled properly.
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The neutron flux going in all directions (at a given point in space) is φ:

φ ≡
∫ ∞

0
dE n(E) v(E)

= n v for monoenergetic neutrons (10)

The neutron interaction rate per volume for a process with macroscopic cross section Σ(E) is F :

F ≡
∫ ∞

0
dE Σ(E) n(E) v(E)

= Σφ = σ v nnuclei n for monoenergetic neutrons (11)

Using Eq. (11), the fission power produced per volume is EFfission, where E = 207 MeV for 235U
and 214 MeV for 239Pu (from Table 1) and Ffission =

∫∞
0 dE Σfission(E)n(E) v(E).

Two parameters associated with neutron transport are:

λ ≡ 1

nnuclei σ
=

1

Σ
mean free path length (12)

(13)

τ ≡ 1

nnuclei σ v
=

λ

v
mean time between interactions of a test neutron (14)

η is the average number of neutrons released per neutron absorbed in the fission fuel:

η ≡ ν

(
σ

fission

σ
fission

+ σ
radiative capture

)
< ν , (15)

where ν is the average number of neutrons released per fission event. Note that the number of
neutrons released per absorption event in the fuel is less than the number released per fission, due
to the incidence of nonproductive “radiative capture” of neutrons by fuel nuclei. ν is approximately
2.5 for 233U and 235U and 3.0 for 239Pu. η is less than these values, approximately 2.3-2.4 for 233U,
2.1-2.4 for 235U, and 2.2-2.9 for 239Pu, depending on the specifics of the neutron energy spectrum
and fuel properties. To generalize, though, somewhat over two neutrons are released per fission
event in pure fuel. When fuel nuclei are mixed with non-fuel nuclei, however, this value can drop
considerably due to radiative capture. For example, in natural uranium with 0.7% 235U and the
rest 235U, η ≈ 1.33.

k∞ is the neutron multiplication factor in an infinite medium:

k∞ ≡ rate of neutron production

rate of neutron absorption

=
number of neutrons produced in one generation

number of neutrons absorbed in the preceding generation
(16)

If k∞ ≥ 1, a fission chain reaction will occur. If k∞ < 1, a chain reaction is not possible.

k∞ can be expressed as the product of multiple factors:
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k∞ = p [resonance escape probability, the probability that a neutron avoids

resonance capture while slowing down from fast to thermal]

× f [thermal neutron utilization, the probability that a thermal neutron

which gets absorbed is absorbed by a fuel atom instead of a non-fuel atom]

×
(

σ
fission

σ
fission

+ σ
radiative capture

)
[the probability that a thermal neutron which gets absorbed

by a fuel atom causes the atom to fission instead of merely emitting a

gamma ray and staying intact]

× ν [average total number of neutrons (both prompt and delayed) released

per thermal-neutron-induced fission]

× ε [fast fission factor, the ratio of the number of neutrons produced

by all fission events to the number of neutrons produced by only

thermal-neutron-induced fission events; this is a correction factor

to account for neutrons which are produced by fast-neutron-induced

fission reactions, and is typically 1.02–1.08] (17)

Using Eqs. (15) and (17), the neutron multiplication factor in an infinite medium is

k∞ = p f η ε four-factor formula for k∞ (18)

As already noted, η ≈ 1.33 for natural uranium and ε is around unity. For common moderator
materials such as light (ordinary, H2O) water and graphite, p and f are ∼ 0.8 each, so k∞ ≈ 0.85,
or in other words one cannot make a fission reactor with natural uranium and a moderator of light
water or graphite. In contrast, p and f are ∼ 0.93 each for heavy water (D2O) containing deuterium
instead of light hydrogen, yielding k∞ ≈ 1.15. Thus natural uranium can be used in a reactor with
heavy water as a moderator, as in the CANadian Deuterium-Uranium (CANDU) design that will
be discussed in Section 5.3. For use in reactors with other moderators, uranium must be enriched
to contain a higher percentage of 235U.

Neutrons can leak out of noninfinite (real) systems, so instead of k∞ one generally uses an effective
neutron multiplication factor keff :

keff ≡ rate of neutron production

rate of neutron absorption + rate of neutron leakage

= Pnl k∞ , (19)

in which the nonleakage probability Pnl is the probability that a neutron will not leak out of
the system before it can be absorbed. The factor Pnl depends on the geometry of the system and
will be calculated in Section 2.

Sustaining a chain reaction despite various types of neutron losses requires that at least a certain
critical mass of fuel nuclei be huddled up together swapping neutrons. The specific value of the
critical mass depends on the specific fuel, moderator, and reactor configuration.
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2 Diffusion Theory

Just as diffusion theory may be applied to electrons moving in semiconductors, molecules in a liquid,
or heat energy in a substance, it may also be applied to neutrons in fission reactors. Diffusion theory
is especially helpful for calculating the spatial distribution of the neutron population and finding
the conditions at which a reactor will go critical [1-4].

2.1 Neutron Diffusion Coefficient

Throughout Section 2, it will be assumed for simplicity that all of the neutrons are moving at the
thermal velocity vth. The neutron density will be denoted by n, and the density of moderator atoms
with which they interact will be denoted by nmod. These calculations can easily be generalized to
include fuel atoms as well, but to avoid cluttering up equations with notation, nmod is good enough
for now. Since neutrons have no electric charge, they are not affected by the electrons in atoms
and only interact with atomic nuclei via the strong and weak nuclear forces. When neutrons collide
with the nuclei of atoms, they can either be scattered with microscopic cross section σscat on an
average timescale τscat or absorbed with microscopic cross section σabs on an average timescale τabs:

τscat =
1

nσscatvth
=

1

Σscatvth
; (20)

τabs =
1

nσabsvth
=

1

Σabsvth
. (21)

In any given collision, scattering is far more likely than absorption (σscat � σabs), so the timescale
for absorption is far longer than that for scattering (τabs � τscat). Thus a typical neutron experi-
ences many random scattering events before it is finally absorbed. These random scattering events
cause the neutron to execute a random walk in space, or in other words to diffuse.

For a general introduction to diffusion and diffusion equations, see Applied Mathematics 5.5. From
that introduction, particles of density n exhibit net collective motion v in the direction of the
downhill gradient from regions of higher density to lower density, as given by Fick’s law:

J = nv = −D′∇n , Fick’s law for everyone not working in fission (22)

in which J = nv is the particle current density due to the net motion of the particles and D′ is
the spatial diffusion coefficient with units of m2/sec. (Even if all of the particles are going at the
same speed vth, they may be going in different directions, so the average net collective velocity v
does not necessarily have the magnitude vth.) A larger diffusion constant means it is easier for the
particles to travel from regions of higher to lower density.

Hardcore fissionologists didn’t want to do it like everyone else, though, so the perverse way they
choose to write Fick’s law is

J = nv = −D∇φ = −D∇(nvth) Fick’s law for folks in fission

= −(Dvth)∇n , (23)

in which n is the neutron density and φ = nvth is the neutron flux. Because fissionologists insist
on calculating diffusion in terms of φ instead of n like the rest of the civilized world, their neutron
diffusion constant has units of meters and differs from everyone else’s diffusion constant by a factor
of vth (2180 m/sec for room temperature),

D =
D′

vth
. (24)
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It is important to remember this difference in convention to avoid confusion regarding the diffusion
coefficient.

From Applied Mathematics 5.5, the non-fissionologist diffusion coefficient for monoenergetic parti-
cles with speed vth and scattering time τscat is

D′ =
1

3
v2
thτscat =

vth
3Σscat

. (25)

Σscat is accurate for neutron scattering off massive nuclei, which can alter a neutron’s trajectory
by an angle θ = 90o on average. However, Σscat can overestimate the scattering off light nuclei
(especially hydrogen and deuterium) that are closer to the neutron’s own mass and cause less
change in the neutron’s trajectory (e.g., only about θ = 48o on average for hydrogen and 70.5o

for deuterium). To compensate for this, the scattering cross section must be lowered by a factor
involving the average cosine of the scattering angle,

Σscat → Σscat(1− 〈cos θ〉) . (26)

Intuitively, one would expect 〈cos θ〉 ∼ 1/(2A), so that for collisions with massive nuclei (A→∞)
the scattering angle approaches 90o (〈cos θ〉 → 0) and Σscat is undiminished, whereas for collisions
with hydrogen (A = 1, only the same size as the neutron), the scattering angle is smaller and the
effective scattering cross section is cut roughly in half or so. Detailed calculations [1] confirm this
intuition, giving

〈cos θ〉 ≈ 2

3A
. (27)

Therefore, everyone else’s diffusion coefficient from Eq. (25) can be turned into the neutron diffusion
coefficient by making the changes from Eqs. (24), (26), and (27):

D =
1

3Σscat(1− 〈cos θ〉)
=

1

3Σscat

(
1− 2

3A

) Thermal neutron diffusion coefficient (28)

An average thermal neutron is scattered many times, executing a random walk and eventually being
absorbed after time τabs. From Applied Mathematics 5.5, the average net (straight-line) distance
the neutron diffuses from its starting point during this time is Lth =

√
D′τabs =

√
D′/(Σabsvth).

Adapting this to the wacky diffusion coefficient used in fission, the thermal neutron diffusion length
is

Lth =

√
D

Σabs
Thermal neutron diffusion length (29)

(Actually, L2
th is 1/6 of the mean square of the net distance traveled, as will be shown in Section

2.3.)

Table 2 gives D, Lth, and other properties for the most common moderators: light water (H2O),
deuterated heavy water (D2O), beryllium-9, and graphite (carbon-12).
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Property H2O D2O Beryllium Graphite

Molecular or 18 20 9 12
atomic weight

Mass density 1000 1100 1850 1700
ρ (kg/m3)

Density of atoms
or molecules 3.34× 1028 3.32× 1028 12.4× 1028 8.55× 1028

nmod (m−3)

Microscopic
absorption cross 0.66 0.003 0.0092 0.0034
section σabs (b)

Microscopic
scattering cross 103 13.6 6.1 4.8
section σscat (b)

Macroscopic
absorption cross 2.2 0.0085 0.114 0.029
section Σabs (m−1)

Macroscopic
scattering cross 345 45 76 41

section Σscat (m−1)

Neutron diffusion
coefficient 1.6× 10−3 8.5× 10−3 5.4× 10−3 8.6× 10−3

D (m)

Neutron diffusion
length 0.0275 1.00 0.21 0.54
Lth (m)

Table 2. Properties of different moderator materials relevant to thermal neutron
diffusion (at 20oC).

2.2 Neutron Diffusion Equations

The neutron density can change with respect to time (∂n/∂t) due to absorption, fission, diffusion,
and other factors:(

∂n

∂t

)
absorption

= −Σabsφ neutron loss rate due to absorption (30)

(
∂n

∂t

)
fission

= k∞Σabsφ neutron production rate due to fission events (31)

(
∂n

∂t

)
diffusion

= −∇ · J = D∇2φ effect of diffusion into surrounding regions (32)

(
∂n

∂t

)
other

≡ S effect of other neutron sources or sinks (33)
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Adding together all of these factors, the continuity equation for monoenergetic neutrons is:(
∂n

∂t

)
total

=

(
∂n

∂t

)
fission

+

(
∂n

∂t

)
absorption

+

(
∂n

∂t

)
diffusion

+

(
∂n

∂t

)
other

∂n

∂t
= k∞Σabsφ − Σabsφ +D∇2φ + S

= (k∞ − 1)Σabsφ + D∇2φ + S (34)

For regions with no neutron production or absorption, the terms (∂n/∂t)fission, (∂n/∂t)absorption,
and S may be neglected, and the neutron continuity equation (34) becomes:

∂n

∂t
= D∇2φ

= Dv∇2n . (35)

Equation (35) is a standard diffusion equation with an effective diffusion constant of D′ ≡ Dv.

A different way to simplify the neutron continuity equation (34) is to assume steady state conditions
(no variation with time, ∂n/∂t = 0) with no explicit neutron sources or sinks (S = 0, although
there can still be neutrons lost to absorption and neutrons produced by fission reactions):

∇2φ +
(k∞ − 1)Σabs

D
φ = 0 . (36)

The second term in Eq. (36) suggests that the fundamental materials properties that govern
whether a chain reaction can be sustained (the neutron multiplication factor in an infinite medium
k∞, the total macroscopic neutron absorption cross section Σabs, and the neutron diffusion length
Lth) can be grouped together to define a new parameter, the material buckling Bm:

B2
m ≡

(k∞ − 1)Σabs

D
=

k∞ − 1

L2
th

. (37)

Note that the material buckling has units of inverse length. A larger value of Bm means that less
fission fuel (with a smaller length in any given direction) is required for a chain reaction, as the
neutrons have less tendency to diffuse away from where they are created in one fission reaction
before they are absorbed to induce the next fission reaction (D and Lth are smaller). Conversely,
a smaller value of Bm means that more fission fuel (with larger length in any given direction)
is required for a chain reaction to compensate for the greater distance the neutrons diffuse from
creation to absorption.

By using the material buckling, the steady state neutron continuity equation (36) may be written
in the form of a standard wave equation (Applied Mathematics 5.3):

∇2φ + B2
mφ = 0 . (38)

In order to solve this equation, one needs to know the geometry and boundary conditions. This
geometric information is contained in the specific form of the geometric buckling Bg, which is
in general defined by the relation

B2
gφ ≡ −∇2φ . (39)
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Like the material buckling, the geometric buckling has units of inverse length. The geometric
buckling is simply a measure of how rapidly the neutron flux changes with distance in the reactor.
If R is the distance from a reactor’s center to its edge, the geometric buckling will be Bg ∼ 1/R,
since the neutron flux will be maximum in the center of the reactor and fall to zero outside the
reactor. Whereas the material buckling Bm is a fundamental property of the reactor material, with
no information about the reactor geometry, the geometric buckling Bg is a fundamental property
of the reactor geometry with no information about the reactor material.

From Eq. (38), B2
m = B2

g in the steady state. In other words, a reactor of this size (given by B2
g)

is just large enough to meet the minimum requirements for a chain reaction as imposed by the
fundamental materials properties (B2

m).

Pnl, the nonleakage probability that relates keff to k∞ in Eq. (19), may be calculated by accounting
for the rate at which neutrons diffuse away from a region instead of undergoing absorption there:

Pnl ≡
rate of neutron absorption

rate of neutron absorption + rate of neutron leakage

=
(∂n/∂t)absorption

(∂n/∂t)absorption + (∂n/∂t)diffusion
(40)

=
−Σabsφ

−Σabsφ+D∇2φ
=

Σabsφ

Σabsφ+DB2
gφ

=
1

1 + L2
thB

2
g

(41)

If L2
thB

2
g � 1 in Eq. (41), the neutron diffusion length is small compared to the geometric size of

the reactor, and the probability that a neutron will be absorbed before it diffuses out of the reactor
is nearly unity. If L2

thB
2
g � 1, a large fraction of the neutrons escape from the reactor, and this

term dominates the denominator of the nonleakage probability.

Using Eq. (14), the average time for a thermal neutron to be absorbed may be written as l′th ≡
1/vthΣabs, th. This time must be multiplied by the nonleakage probability for thermal neutrons in
order to find the true thermal neutron lifetime lth:

lth = Pnl, th l
′
th =

(
1

1 + L2
thB

2
g

)(
1

vthΣabs, th

)
(42)

If the nonleakage probability is nonzero, the average lifetime of neutrons is shortened because of
the neutrons that escape before they can be absorbed.

The nonleakage probability in Eq. (40) allows Eq. (34) to be rewritten in terms of keff :

∂n

∂t
= (keff − 1)

Σabs

Pnl
nv =

keff − 1

lth
n (43)

Thus far it has been assumed that the reactor is in the steady state. More generally, a reactor is
not necessarily in steady state; keff indicates the state of the reactor and depends on the relative
values of Bm and Bg:
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keff < 1 and ∂n/∂t < 0 when B2
m < B2

g subcritical (44)

(reactor too small for chain reaction)

keff = 1 and ∂n/∂t = 0 when B2
m = B2

g critical (45)

(reactor just right for chain reaction)

keff > 1 and ∂n/∂t < 0 when B2
m > B2

g supercritical (46)

(reactor too large–chain reaction grows exponentially)

Equation (43) describes exponential decay (Applied Mathematics 5.2) with time for keff < 1 and
exponential growth for keff > 1 with a time constant l/(keff − 1). The remainder of Section 2 will
assume steady state operation with keff = 1, but exponential growth or decay for reactors not in
steady state will be considered in Section 4.

2.3 Application to Various Geometries

We will show how these diffusion calculations may be applied to slab, cylindrical, and spherical
geometries, as shown in Fig. 9.

For example, one may solve Eq. (38) for a slab which extends from x = −a to x = +a (full
width= 2a). It will be assumed that φ goes to zero at an extrapolation distance δ beyond each
edge of the slab:

φ(x) = φ0 cos(Bgx) , where (47)

Bg ≡
π

2(a+ δ)
geometric buckling for a slab; (48)

δ ≈ 2.1D for interface with air or vacuum [1] (49)

From the steady-state wave equation, B2
m = B2

g , so for the slab geometry, one finds

k∞ − 1

L2
th

=

[
π

2(a+ δ)

]2

for slab of half-width a (50)

Therefore the width (2a) = (2a)critical at which the slab becomes critical is

(2a)critical =
πLth√
k∞ − 1

− 2δ . (51)

For a rectangular core of dimensions 2a×2b×2c, B2
g may be separated into x, y, and z components

[∇2φ = −(B2
g, x +B2

g, y +B2
g, z)φ], so the appropriate generalization of Eq. (50) is

k∞ − 1

L2
th

=

[
π

2(a+ δ)

]2

+

[
π

2(b+ δ)

]2

+

[
π

2(c+ δ)

]2

rectangular core of 2a× 2b× 2c (52)

Diffusion theory may also be applied to a spherical geometry. If there is spherical symmetry, Eq.
(38) reduces to

1

r2

∂

∂r

(
r2∂φ

∂r

)
+

(k∞ − 1)

L2
φ = 0 . (53)
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Figure 9. Neutron fluxes profiles in a (a) slab, (b) cylinder, and (c) sphere with
uniform internal neutron generation.

For a homogeneous fissionable sphere of radius R, the solution to Eq. (53) is

φ(r) = φ0
sin(Bgr)

r
, where (54)

Bg ≡
π

(R+ δ)
geometric buckling for a sphere (55)

It has been assumed that the neutron flux goes to zero at an extrapolation distance δ beyond the
edge of the sphere.

Equating the material and geometric bucklings for a sphere in steady state yields the result:

k∞ − 1

L2
th

=

[
π

R+ δ

]2

for sphere of radius R (56)

Thus the radius R = Rcritical at which the sphere becomes critical is

Rcritical =
πLth√
k∞ − 1

− δ . (57)

Another common geometry is a cylinder of finite length. With the aid of ugly Bessel functions, it
may be shown that the steady-state diffusion equation in this geometry reduces to [1]:

k∞ − 1

L2
th

=

[
2.405

R+ δ

]2

+

[
π

2(h+ δ)

]2

for cylinder of radius R and half-height h (58)
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2.4 Addition of a Neutron Reflector Around the Reactor Core

Adding a neutron reflector around the reactor core helps reduce neutron losses, improve perfor-
mance, and reduce the critical mass needed for the reactor. The core and reflector regions will be
distinguished by subscripts: c for the core and r for the reflector.

The reflector savings S indicates how much smaller the core can be made because of the addition
of the reflector:

S ≡ acritical, no reflector − acritical, with reflector for slab core of half-width a (59)

S ≡ Rcritical, no reflector −Rcritical, with reflector for spherical core of radius R (60)

To analyze reactor cores surrounded by neutron reflectors, one solves the neutron diffusion equation
separately for the region inside the core and that inside the reflector to obtain the general solutions
φc and φr, respectively. Unknown constants appearing in these general solutions may be eliminated
by using two boundary conditions:

1. Continuity of neutron flux implies that the core and reflector solutions for φ must be matched
at the boundary between the core and the reflector.

2. Similarly, continuity of the neutron current density implies that the component of J normal
to the boundary must be matched at the core/reflector boundary. Since J = −D∇φ, this
boundary condition imposes a constraint on the first derivative of φ at the boundary.

As an example, consider a spherical reactor core of radius R surrounded by a reflector which has a
thickness tr large enough that it may be treated as infinitely thick (tr � Lr). It will be assumed
that there is no neutron production in the reflector and that the system is in steady state.

The solution for the neutron flux in the core is

φc(r) = φc,0
sinBmr

r
for r ≤ R, (61)

where Bm =
√
k∞ − 1/Lc.

Likewise, the solution for the reflector is

φr(r) = φr,0
e−r/Lr

r
for r ≥ R. (62)

Applying the first of the two boundary conditions yields the result:

φc(R) = φr(R) → φc,0 sinBmR = φr,0e
−R/Lr . (63)

The second boundary condition produces:

Jc(R) · r̂ = Jr(R) · r̂ → Dcφc,0
1

R

(
sinBmR

R
−Bm cosBmR

)
= Dr

(
1

Lr
+

1

R

)
φr,0

e−R/Lr

R
, (64)

in which r̂ denotes a unit vector in the radial direction.
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Substituting the result of Eq. (63) into Eq. (64) gives

Dc

(
sinBmR

R
−Bm cosBmR

)
= Dr

(
1

Lr
+

1

R

)
sinBmR . (65)

Equation (65) is transcendental and nasty, but in principle it can be solved (numerically, if neces-
sary) to find the value of R appropriate for specific values of Dc, Dr, Bm, and Lr.

The utility of neutron reflectors can be illustrated more clearly by making certain simplifying
assumptions. The first assumption is that the reflector material has the same diffusion constant as
the core (Dr = Dc, as would be approximately true if the reflector were depleted uranium and the
core were enriched uranium). The second assumption is that neutron absorption in the reflector
may be neglected (Lr =∞). With these simplifying assumptions, Eq. (65) reduces to

cosBmR = 0 . (66)

The critical radius of a spherical core surrounded by such a neutron reflector may be found by
solving Eq. (66) for R = Rcritical:

Rcritical =
π

2

1

Bm
=

πLc

2
√
k∞ − 1

. (67)

Recalling Eq. (57) for the critical radius of a bare spherical reactor core, the reflector savings is
thus

S =
πLc

2
√
k∞ − 1

− δ . (68)

Therefore the addition of the neutron reflector can reduce the critical radius of the core by as much
as a factor of 2 (if δ is negligible). Because the critical mass is proportional to the volume and
hence to R3

critical, this means that the addition of the neutron reflector can reduce the critical mass
by as much as a factor of 8. (In practice the reduction is not this great; δ is often not negligible,
and neutron absorption in the reflector must generally be taken into account.)

Beryllium is also a good neutron reflector. As a rough rule of thumb for cores that are slabs,
cylinders, or spheres, the addition of a beryllium reflector of thickness tr experimentally produces
a savings of:

S ≈ 3tr for a beryllium reflector with tr < 15 cm around a core of U-235 and carbon (69)

Incidentally, Eq. (62) may be used to demonstrate the relation between Lth and the net distance
traveled by a neutron which was mentioned earlier. For R = 0, Eq. (62) describes the neutron flux
in a nonfissionable but neutron-absorbing material surrounding a point source of neutrons. The
mean square of the net distance rnet traveled by the neutrons is〈

r2
net

〉
=

∫∞
0 (dr4πr2) (r2) [φ0 exp(−r/Lth)/r]∫∞

0 (dr4πr2) [φ0 exp(−r/Lth)/r]

= 6L2
th . (70)

Thus L2
th =

〈
r2

net

〉
/6.
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3 Fermi Age Theory

As explained in Section 1.3, the neutrons emitted in fission reactions have a very high average initial
energy E0 ≈ 2 MeV. These fast neutrons have a very low cross section for inducing further fission
reactions, but through many collisions with non-absorbing moderator atoms, they can lose enough
energy to become thermal (E ∼ 0.025 eV) and have a high cross section for fission. A simple
model for this process of neutrons slowing down from fast to thermal speeds is called Fermi age
theory, which is just a fancy way to keep track of how old neutrons are, how much they have slowed
down, and how far they have diffused away from their original source. The key steps in this model
are expressing neutron energies in terms of a new variable called lethargy, defining another new
variable called the Fermi age that simplifies the equations for neutron slowing down, and solving
the equations.

3.1 Lethargy

Neutrons with enough energy to excite nuclei (∼ 1 MeV or more) can be inelastically scattered
by nuclei in matter, with the excitation energy generally being emitted as gamma rays when the
nuclei return to their ground states. Because neutrons in fission reactors spend the vast majority
of their lifetimes under 1 MeV, only elastic scattering will be considered here.

If a moving neutron collides elastically with an initially motionless moderator atom, the neutron
will lose some fraction of its energy; this lost energy becomes recoil kinetic energy of the moderator
atom. Averaged over many collisions and many neutrons, the neutron energy is reduced by a
fraction (Eafter/Ebefore) per collision, and this average fraction is independent of the pre-collision
neutron energy Ebefore.

If N is the number of collisions a neutron has undergone, the neutron energy may be written as

E = E0

(
Eafter

Ebefore

)N
. (71)

Equation (71) describes exponential decay of the neutron energy with the number of collisions, as
may be seen more explicitly by making a few new definitions.

The lethargy u of a neutron with energy E is defined as

u ≡ ln

(
E0

E

)
. (72)

The lethargy of a neutron increases with time as the neutron slows down. The neutron energy
decays exponentially, but the log of an exponential decay is nice and linear and easy to work with.

ξ ≡ 〈∆u〉, the average lethargy change per collision of a neutron, is defined as:

ξ ≡
〈

ln

(
Ebefore

Eafter

)〉
(73)

Using Eq. (73), Eq. (71) may be rewritten more explicitly as exponential decay with the number
of collisions,

E = E0e
−ξN , (74)

or in the logified linear form as

u = ξN . (75)
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The lethargy change per collision depends on the mass A of the moderating atom with which the
neutron collides. If a neutron collides with a very massive atom (e.g., A = 238 for low-enriched
uranium), the atom will remain nearly motionless due to its large inertia and the neutron will
retain almost all of its initial energy, so ξ will be very small (ξ � 1). On the other hand, if a
neutron collides with a hydrogen atom (A = 1), the initial neutron energy will be roughly evenly
divided between the two particles of equal mass, and the exponential constant of energy decay will
be approximately unity (ξ = 1). Thus from physical intuition, one would expect ξ ∼ 1/A. This
intuition is born out by the result of a lengthy derivation using classical mechanics [1]:

ξ = 1 +
(A− 1)2

2A
ln

(
A− 1

A+ 1

)
≈ 6

3A+ 2
(76)

The approximation for ξ in Eq. (76) is good for all materials except hydrogen, for which ξ = 1.
Values of ξ for different moderators are given in Table 3.

The energy change from fast neutrons (E0 = 2 MeV) to thermal neutrons (E = 0.025 eV) cor-
responds to a total lethargy change u = ln(E0/E) = 18.2. From Eq. (95), on average a neutron
requires N = 18.2/ξ collisions to achieve this total lethargy change and fully thermalize. Thus hy-
drogen with ξ = 1 can moderate neutrons within only 18 collisions, while uranium with ξ ≈ 0.0083
will require approximately 2200 collisions. For a range of numerical examples, see Table 3.

Moderator A ξ Collisions to thermalize

Hydrogen 1 1.000 18.2
Deuterium 2 0.726 25.1
Beryllium 9 0.207 87.9
Carbon 12 0.158 115
Oxygen 16 0.120 152
Uranium 238 0.0083 2190

Table 3. Neutron slowing-down properties of different moderators.

Because Fermi age theory is based on the assumption that this exponential decay of the energy is
a smooth process involving a large number of small decreases in the neutron energy, it begins to
break down when the average lethargy change per collision is relatively large. As shown by Table 3,
this breakdown of the assumption occurs for moderators of very low mass number such as hydrogen
and deuterium. Fermi age theory can still be applied to light moderators, but one must use the
theory carefully to ensure valid results in such cases.

Another useful result can be coaxed from the exponential decay of the neutron energy. Differen-
tiating Eq. (74) and taking the absolute value, the number of collisions dN that occur within an
energy range dE around energy E for a typical neutron is found to be

|dN| =
dE

ξE
. (77)

This result will be quite useful in Section 3.2.
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3.2 Fermi Age

Having pondered the exponential decay of neutron energy with the number of moderating collisions,
we are now in a position to derive more equations for neutron slowing down, equations which are
simplified by defining a new variable called the Fermi age.

By considering the flux of neutrons with a given energy E, φ(E) ≡ n(E) v(E), the number of
scattering collisions (per time and per volume) that occur within an energy range dE around the
energy E may be written in terms of the flux and the macroscopic scattering cross section as

number of scattering collisions within dE of E

(time) (volume)
= Σscat(E) φ(E) dE . (78)

However, by defining the slowing down density q(E,x), the number density of neutrons slowing
down past energy E per unit time and at point x in space, the number of scattering collisions (per
time and per volume) that occur within an energy range dE around the energy E may also be
written in a different fashion:

no. of scattering collisions within dE of E

(time) (volume)

=
no. of neutrons slowing down past E

(time) (volume)
× (no. of collisions within dE of E per neutron)

= q(E) |dN|

= q(E)
dE

ξE
, (79)

in which Eq. (79) made use of Eq. (77).

By equating the results of Eqs. (78) and (79), one finds the relationship between the neutron flux
and the slowing down density:

φ(E,x) =
q(E,x)

ξ Σscat(E) E
. (80)

Equation (80) for the relation between φ and q may be used to rewrite the diffusion equation from
Eq. (35): [

∂n(E,x)

∂t

]
diffusion

= D∇2φ(E,x)

=
D

ξ Σscat(E) E
∇2q(E,x) . (81)

Balancing the loss of neutrons of a given energy to lower energies with the influx of fresh neutrons
which have just slowed down from higher energies yields the result:

∂q(E,x)

∂E
=

[
∂n(E,x)

∂t

]
diffusion

=
D

ξ Σscat(E) E
∇2q(E,x) (82)
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Equation (82) for neutron slowing down can be simplified by defining the Fermi age τ of a neutron
with energy E:

τ(E) ≡
∫ E0

E

dE D

ξ Σscat(E) E
=

1

6

〈
r2

net

〉
, (83)

where rnet is the net (shortest route) spatial distance between where the neutron with energy E
currently is and where it was born with energy E0. Thus the units of the Fermi age are length2;
despite the name, the Fermi age does not have anything to do with time. The Fermi age basically
just describes the average net distance (or more precisely, 1/6 of the square of that distance) that
a neutron must travel in physical space in order to lose a certain amount of energy.

By writing things in terms of the Fermi age from Eq. (83), Eq. (82) for the slowing down of the
neutrons now looks like a standard diffusion equation:

∂q(E,x)

∂τ(E)
= ∇2q(E,x) . (84)

It’s very handy that the neutron slowing down equation can be written in the form of a diffusion
equation. Whereas neutron slowing down equations may not be something you run into and solve
every day, standard diffusion equations and their solutions are old hat.

Of particular interest is τth, the Fermi age of neutrons which have slowed down to thermal energy
(0.025 eV). Whereas τth is 1/6 of the square of the distance the neutrons have travelled to become
thermal, L2

th is the 1/6 of the square of the distance the neutrons travel from when they become
thermal to when they are absorbed [Eq. (70)]. Because a neutron’s path is a random walk, the
squares of the distances add, so one may define a total migration length M :

τabsorb ≡ average Fermi age of neutrons when they get absorbed

M2 = τth + L2
th (85)

Technically M is
√

6 times the net total distance travelled by the neutrons, just as the slowing
down length

√
τth is

√
6 times the net distance to thermalize and the diffusion length Lth is

√
6

times the net distance for thermal neutrons to be absorbed. Table 4 gives the slowing down length,
diffusion length, and total migration length for neutrons in different moderators.

Moderator Slowing down length Diffusion length Migration length√
τth (m) Lth (m) M (m)

H2O 0.052 0.027 0.059
D2O 0.114 1.00 1.01

Beryllium 0.100 0.21 0.233
Graphite 0.192 0.54 0.575

Table 4. Neutron transport lengths of different moderators.
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3.3 Solutions from Fermi Age Theory

From Eq. (80) it may be seen that the slowing down density q has the same spatial dependence
as the neutron flux φ, whose spatial dependence obeys Eq. (39). Applying this knowledge to Eq.
(84) yields the result:

∂q(E,x)

∂τ(E)
= −B2

g q(E,x) . (86)

Solutions of Eq. (86) for the slowing down density are of the form

q(E) = q(E0) exp
[
−B2

gτ(E)
]
. (87)

The factor exp[−B2
gτ(E)] in Eq. (87) may be interpreted as the probability that neutrons will not

leak out of the control volume before they have slowed down to energy E. The fact that some
neutrons will leak out before then is why the neutron slowing down density in Eq. (87) decays
exponentially with the Fermi age of the neutrons.

This suggests that the nonleakage probability Pnl may be factored into two parts: Pnl, f , the
probability that a neutron will not leak out while it slows down from fast to thermal, and Pnl, th,
the probability that a neutron will not leak out between the time it first becomes thermal and when
it is finally absorbed. In mathematese, with Lth as the diffusion length for thermal neutrons, what
all of this boils down to is

Pnl = Pnl, f Pnl, th , in which: (88)

Pnl, f = exp
(
−B2

gτth
)

(as found above from Fermi age theory) (89)

Pnl, th =
1

1 + L2
thB

2
g

(as found earlier from diffusion theory) (90)

With the aid of Eq. (88) and the steady state relation B2
g = B2

m, keff may be written as

keff = Pnl, f Pnl, th k∞

=
exp(−B2

mτth)k∞
1 + L2

thB
2
m

≈ k∞
(1 +B2

mτth)(1 +B2
mL

2
th)

for B2
mτth � 1 . (91)

Notice the parallels between τth and Lth. Just as τth is 1/6 of the mean square of the net distance
traveled by a neutron from its birth until it becomes thermal, Lth is 1/6 of the mean square of the
net distanced traveled by the neutron from the time it becomes thermal until it is absorbed. The
parallel roles of these two quantities are especially emphasized in the last line of Eq. (91).
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In addition to the probability Pnl, f that a neutron will avoid leaking out of the reactor while
slowing down, one must also consider the probability p that the neutron will escape unproductive
resonant capture while it slows down from its birth energy to the thermal energy:

p ≡ exp

(
−

Σ
resonant absorption

ξ Σscattering

)
= resonance escape probability , where (92)

Σ
resonant absorption

≡ N

∫ E0

E

dE σ
abs

(E)

E
≡ Nσ

resonant integral
(93)

Although the definition of p looks very scary, in practice p is ∼ 0.8 for light water (H2O) or graphite
moderators, and ∼ 0.93 for a heavy water (D2O) moderator. In other words, with a good moderator
only ∼ 7 − 20% of the neutrons are nonproductively absorbed while slowing down. Heavy water
absorbs fewer neutrons than the other moderators since deuterium is relatively unenthusiastic about
acquiring an extra neutron and becoming tritium (although some tritium is produced that way in
heavy water reactors). In contrast, it is somewhat more frequent for hydrogen to acquire an extra
neutron and become deuterium, or for 12C in graphite to acquire an extra neutron and become 13C.
Oxygen in light or heavy water can occasionally pick up an extra neutron to go from 16O to 17O.

Using what we have learned about the slowing down of fast neutrons to become thermal neutrons,
we can write a balance equation for thermal neutrons in the steady state:

Thermal neutron supply (from slowing down)− spatial diffusion − thermal neutron absorption = 0

p q(Eth) + D∇2φth − Σ
abs, th

φth = 0 thermal neutron balance equation (94)

Since the Fermi age isn’t really the chronological age of neutrons but rather a measure of how far
they have traveled in slowing down, we will now calculate the actual lifetime lf (in seconds) from
when fast neutrons are created until they become thermal or are lost. To obtain lf , Eq. (74) may
first be differentiated to find the rate of energy loss for fast neutrons:

dE

dt
= −ξE dN

dt
. (95)

Using Eq. (95) with dN/dt = vΣscat, f , where v =
√

2E/mn, produces the result

dE

dt
= −ξΣscat, f

√
2

mn
E3/2 . (96)

Integrating Eq. (96), the time l′f required for a neutron to lose essentially all of its initial energy
E0 and become thermal is found to be

l′f =
2

ξ

1

vfΣscat, f
, (97)

in which vf ≡
√

2E0/mn.
In order to obtain the true average fast neutron lifetime lf , the time in Eq. (97) must be multiplied
by the probabilities that a neutron will not leak out or be resonantly captured while it is slowing
down:

lf = Pnl, f p l
′
f = exp(−B2

mτth) p

(
2

ξ

1

vfΣscat, f

)
(98)
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4 Reactor Kinetics

Now time-varying reactor behavior will be considered; this is known as reactor kinetics. In reactor
kinetics, it is important to make a distinction between prompt and delayed neutrons. Prompt
neutrons are emitted immediately when a fuel atom fissions; we have already considered them.
Delayed neutrons are emitted by certain fission fragments (delayed neutron precursor nu-
clides) a short while after the initial fission event.

4.1 Reactors with Delayed Neutrons Neglected

As a first step toward calculating the time variation of the neutron flux in a reactor, one may define
the total neutron lifetime l [sec]. This is the average length of time a neutron lasts from when it
is first emitted until it is absorbed. The total neutron lifetime may be expressed as the sum of the
average time lf from Eq. (98) that fast neutrons last until they become thermal neutrons or are
lost, and lth from Eq. (42), the average time required for thermal neutrons to be absorbed or lost:

l ≡ lf + lth . (99)

Characteristic neutron lifetimes in different moderators are given in Table 5, assuming an infinite
reactor size so that neutron leakage may be neglected. Neutron leakage from finite reactors will
result in shorter lifetimes than the values in the table, as may be calculated from Eqs. (42), (98),
and (99).

Moderator Lifetime l (sec)

H2O 2.1× 10−4

D2O 0.14
Beryllium 3.9× 10−3

Graphite 1.6× 10−2

Table 5. Neutron lifetime in different moderators, assuming infinite reactor size (no
neutron leakage).

By replacing the thermal lifetime lth in Eq. (43) with the correct total neutron lifetime l from Eq.
(99), one finds:

∂n

∂t
=

keff − 1

l
n (100)

Based on Eq. (100), one may write the reactor period or time constant T for changes in the
neutron population:

T ≡ neutron generation time in finite medium

excess neutron multiplication factor

=
l

keff − 1
≡ l

δk
. (101)

Thus there is exponential growth or decay of the neutron population:

n(t) = n0 exp(t/T ) = n0 exp(ωt) , (102)

where in this case ω = 1/T = δk/l. The neutron population decays exponentially in a subcritical
reactor, remains constant in a critical reactor, and grows exponentially in a supercritical reactor,
as described earlier in Eqs. (44)-(46).
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4.2 Reactors with One Group (Type) of Delayed Neutrons

The delayed neutrons from the fission products may be used to increase the time between different
generations of neutrons and thus to make the reactor respond more slowly, in order to reduce the
chance of criticality accidents. To accomplish this, the situation must be arranged so that there are
not enough prompt neutrons to sustain a chain reaction (the reactor is not prompt critical). The
extra delayed neutrons are needed to make the reactor go critical. Thus even though the delayed
neutrons typically represent less than 1% of the total fission neutrons, they are made to play a very
important role.

To simplify matters, one can lump all of the delayed neutrons from different precursor nuclides
together and treat them as one group. C(t) is defined to be the time-varying number density of
delayed neutron precursor nuclides:

C(t) = C0 exp(ωt) (103)

The neutron precursor nuclides decay at a rate λ [sec−1], so in the absence of a source of fresh
precursor nuclides, C decays like C(t) = C0 exp(λt). Approximating the delayed neutrons from
235U fission as a single group, one may use λ ≈ 0.084 sec−1.

The delayed neutron fraction β is the fraction of the total number of neutrons which are delayed
neutrons instead of prompt neutrons. For 235U fission, β ≈ 0.0065.

Prompt critical means that (1 − β)keff = 1. When this condition is met, delayed neutrons are
not needed for the chain reaction. That’s good for fission bombs but bad for fission power reactors.

Equation (43) for one-speed neutron diffusion may be modified to account for both prompt and
delayed neutrons:

∂n

∂t
= [(1− β)keff − 1]

Σabs

Pnl
nv + λC , (104)

in which the source term S = λC has been used (assuming one delayed neutron per precursor
nuclide decay) and keff has been multiplied by (1 − β), the fraction of the neutrons that are
prompt.

The reactivity ρ is defined as the ratio of the excess neutron multiplication factor (beyond that
needed to sustain a steady state) and the total neutron multiplication factor,

ρ ≡ keff − 1

keff
. (105)

Reactivity can be given simply as a fraction, but sometimes is measured in dollars ($) and cents:

1 dollar ($) ≡ reactivity needed to make the reactor prompt critical. Using Eq. (105)
with (1− β)keff = 1, one finds $1 = β. Thus for 235U, $1 = 0.0065.

1 cent ≡ 1
100 $.

Reactivity can be controlled by inserting and removing neutron-absorbing control rods in the reactor
core or by adding neutron-absorbing substances to the reactor coolant or moderator.

By using ρ and the prompt neutron lifetime appropriate for the monoenergetic neutron approxi-
mation, l ≡ Pnl/vΣabs, Eq. (104) may be rewritten as

∂n

∂t
= keff (ρ− β)

n

l
+ λC . (106)
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The rate of change of the precursor nuclide density may be expressed as

dC

dt
= −λC + βk∞ Σabs nv

= −λC + βkeff
n

l
(107)

By assuming that the neutron and precursor nuclide densities vary with rate ω as in Eqs. (102)
and (103), Eq. (107) becomes

C0 =
keffβ

l(ω + λ)
n0 . (108)

Substituting Eq. (108) into Eq. (106) and still assuming the same time dependence, one finds ρ to
be

ρ ≡ keff − 1

keff
=

ω l

keff
+

β ω

ω + λ
. (109)

Equation (109) may be rewritten as a quadratic equation involving ω. The two solutions of this
equation may be designated ω0 and ω1, where ω0 > 0 > ω1:

T0 ≡ ω−1
0 = stable reactor period (e-folding time)

T1 ≡ ω−1
1 = transient reactor period (damps out after a while)

The total solution for the neutron density is:

n(t) = n0 exp(ω0t) + n1 exp(ω1t) (110)

The important implications of all of this may be seen without getting into the messy algebra of the
general solutions to the quadratic equation. If delayed neutrons are neglected (β = 0), Eq. (109)
reduces to

ρ =
ω l

keff
→ T0 =

1

ω
=

l

keff

1

ρ
. (111)

This result is fully equivalent to Eq. (101) for the period of a reactor in which delayed neutrons
are ignored. As an example of how rapidly a reactor can change if one does not depend on fast
neutrons, a light water reactor with a neutron lifetime l ≈ 0.21 msec from Table ?? and keff ≈ 1
has a time constant T0 ≈ 21 msec for ρ = 0.01 and T0 ≈ 0.21 sec for ρ = 0.001. These time scales
are faster than a human reactor operator can react, and faster than even a computer can easily
react to mechanically insert control rods to prevent the reactor from getting out of hand.

On the other hand, if delayed neutrons are so essential to sustain the chain reaction that they
dominate the time behavior of the reactor, the neutron density will change over a much longer
timescale. In comparison with this timescale, the prompt neutron lifetime seems negligibly short
(l ≈ 0) and the precursor nuclide decay rate is much larger than the reactor’s time rate of change
(λ� ω). Equation (109) then yields the result:

ρ ≈ βω

λ
→ T0 =

1

ω
≈ β

λ

1

ρ
. (112)

Comparing the results of Eqs. (111) and (112), it is evident that reliance upon prompt neutrons
increases the reactor period by a factor of approximately keff β/λl. For typical reactor values of
keff ≈ 1, β/λ ≈ 0.0065/0.084 ≈ 0.077 sec, and l ≈ 2.1 × 10−4 sec, this corresponds to slowing
of the temporal behavior of the reactor by a factor of roughly 370 (T0 ≈ 7.7 sec for ρ = 0.01 and
T0 ≈ 77 sec for ρ = 0.001), making the reactor much easier to control.
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4.3 Other Kinetic Effects

One can account for multiple groups of delayed neutrons. Usually six groups are considered. Group
i of delayed neutrons represents a fraction βi of the total neutron population and comes from a
precursor nuclide which has density Ci and decay rate λi. The total delayed neutron fraction β
used in Section 4.2 is the sum of the individual βi fractions:

β ≡
6∑
i=1

βi (113)

For thermal fission of 235U, the six delayed neutron groups are given in Table 6.

Delayed neutron group i Fraction βi Decay constant λi (sec−1)

1 2.15× 10−4 0.0124
2 1.42× 10−3 0.0305
3 1.27× 10−3 0.111
4 2.57× 10−3 0.301
5 7.5× 10−4 1.1
6 2.7× 10−4 3.0

Table 6. Groups of delayed neutrons for thermal fission of uranium-235.

The appropriate generalization of Eq. (109) is

ρ =
ωjl

keff
+

6∑
i=1

βiωj
ωj + λi

(114)

Equation (114) may be solved for ωj to find the frequencies involved in the time dependence of the
neutron population. If there are 6 delayed neutron groups, there will be seven solutions ωj involved
in the time dependence of the total neutron density:

n(t) =
6∑
j=0

nj exp(ωjt) (115)

The temperature of the reactor core can influence the reactivity. One may account for this effect
by defining a temperature coefficient of reactivity αT (where T is temperature):

αT ≡ dρ

dT

≈ 1

keff

dkeff
dT

approximation is good for keff ≈ 1 (116)

For stable operation of a fission reactor, it is very important for the temperature coefficient of
reactivity to be negative (αT < 0). Thus if the reactor starts to overheat, it will lose reactivity
and cool off. Conversely, if the reactor cools below the desired operating temperature, it will gain
reactivity and heat up. In practice, the temperature coefficient of reactivity includes a wide variety
of effects in both the fuel and the moderator, such as thermal expansion of the materials, formation
of steam pockets in reactor water, and Doppler effects on resonant neutron capture [1].
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5 Fission Reactors

Some of the practical aspects of real fission reactors will now be discussed. Fission reactors come
in various flavors; some of the main ones will be described briefly in the following subsections. For
information pertinent to the mathematical modeling of reactor cooling, thermal energy conversion
cycles, and radiation shielding and detection, see Heat Transfer, Thermodynamics and Propulsion,
and Nuclear Physics respectively.

5.1 Pressurized Water Reactors

In light-water reactors (LWRs), light water (H2O) serves as both the coolant and the moderator.
Because light water is not a very efficient moderator, the uranium fuel must be enriched to at least a
2-4% 235U content. There are two common types of LWRs: pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and
boiling water reactors (covered in the next subsection). In PWRs (Fig. 10), the water circulating
through the reactor core is pressurized to keep it from boiling; this water is used to boil other water
via a heat exchanger. Steam from the boiling water drives turbines to generate electricity.

Figure 11 shows the core of a PWR in more detail, including the fuel and control rods. Fuel is in
the form of uranium dioxide (UO2), a ceramic that does not chemically react with water and that
has a high melting point (2865oC). Cylindrical pellets of UO2 ∼ 8−10 mm in diameter are stacked
to form fuel rods, which are sheathed in ∼ 0.5− 1-mm-thick zirconium alloy (zircaloy). A typical
PWR has ∼ 200 − 300 vertical fuel rods arranged in a square grid. Commercial power reactors
typically burn up ∼ 3% of the uranium (either 235U fissioned directly or 238U transmuted to 239Pu
and then fissioned) over a fuel cycle of ∼ 18 months, yielding an output thermal energy of ∼ 2.6
tera-Joules (TJ) per kg of uranium before the reactor must be shut down for refueling. (Submarine
reactors operate with highly enriched uranium so they can provide power for ∼ 20 years without
refueling.)

Approximately 20 − 30 positions within the matrix layout of the core are occupied not by fuel
rods but rather by control rods. These rods contain neutron-absorbing nuclides such as boron-10,
silver-109, cadmium-113, indium-115, gadolinium-155 and -157, and hafnium-177 through -180.
In practice, most PWR control rods use a silver-indium-cadmium alloy. The control rods can be
lowered into the core from above. When all of the control rods are fully inserted into the core,
they completely stop the fission chain reaction. The rods are all inserted during periods of normal
shutdown, and if electrical power is lost, any raised rods fall automatically into the core to scram or
trip the reactor into an emergency shutdown. With the rods all out, the core would be supercritical.
To control the reactor during normal operation, some rods are inserted and some are not, or rods
are inserted to varying depths.

In addition to managing rapid changes in the reactor, the control rods are also used to compensate
for longer-term changes in reactivity, such as the gradual burnup of fuel and steady accumulation of
certain neutron-absorbing fission product poisons such as xenon-135 and samarium-149. For these
reasons, a reactor core needs more neutron-absorbing control elements when it begins operating
with fresh fuel and fewer control elements as the fuel is used. To supplement the control rods, boric
acid can be added to the PWR core water as a chemical shim during the early stages of the fuel
cycle, and burnable (rapidly consumed) poisons such as boron or gadolinium can be incorporated
into some fuel rods. All of these methods can help to even out the neutron flux and fuel burnup in
different regions of the reactor core.
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Pressurized 
Water in Core 

Figure 10. Pressurized water reactor. (1) The core contains water that is pressurized to
prevent boiling. (2) The pressurized water transfers its heat to unpressurized water via a heat
exchanger. (3) The unpressurized water turns into steam when heated, and (4) the steam passes
through turbines to generate electricity. Most PWRs have three or four steam generators (3),
although for simplicity only two are shown in the diagram above. From NRC (http://www.nrc.gov/
reactors/pwrs.html).

PWRs were originally designed as submarine reactors, so of necessity they are very compact, with
very high power densities and a large amount of fuel in a relatively small volume. As such, PWRs
(and their close cousins BWRs) are susceptible to a worst-case failure mode called a meltdown, in
which fission reactions overheat the fuel to the point that the fuel rods melt and then the molten fuel
mass melts through the bottom of the reactor structure and continues undergoing a fission chain
reaction until the fuel becomes sufficiently dispersed that it becomes subcritical. Large explosions
of pressurized steam or gases produced by nuclear or chemical processes could also rupture the
metal and concrete confinement structures that surround reactors.

To prevent such catastrophes, reactors are equipped with active safety features such as primary
cooling systems, automatic backup cooling systems, control rod safety systems, and emergency
systems to flood the core with boric acid. More modern designs such as pebble bed reactors
(Section 5.4) use lower power densities, more distributed and encapsulated fuel, and other passive
safety features to ensure that the reactors cannot melt down, even if all coolant and all control
rods are removed by a malicious operator.
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Uranium 
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core to absorb neutrons 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 11. Fission reactor core. (a) Photograph and (b) diagram showing uranium fuel rods,
as well as overhead control rods that can be lowered into the core to absorb neutrons and stop the
chain reaction.
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5.2 Boiling Water Reactors

In contrast to PWRs, in boiling water reactors (BWRs) the water in the core is allowed to boil,
and the resulting steam rising from the reactor core drives turbines which are located above the
core. Figure 12 shows a diagram of a BWR. The core rod design is relatively similar to that in
a PWR, except boiling considerations dictate that the control rods are inserted from beneath the
core. Boric acid cannot be added to the core water in BWRs to avoid deposition of solid boron
compounds in boiling areas, but boron carbide is commonly used in BWR control rods.

Figure 12. Boiling water reactor. (1) The core inside the reactor vessel creates heat, (2) a
steam-water mixture is produced when very pure water (reactor coolant) moves upward through
the core, absorbing heat, (3) the steam-water mixture leaves the top of the core and enters the
two stages of moisture separation where water droplets are removed before the steam is allowed
to enter the steam line, and (4) the steam line directs the steam to the main turbine, causing
it to turn the turbine generator, which produces electricity. The unused steam is exhausted in
to the condenser where it it condensed into water. The resulting water is pumped out of the
condenser with a series of pumps, reheated and pumped back to the reactor vessel. From NRC
(http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/bwrs.html).
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5.3 Heavy Water Reactors

In heavy-water reactors, heavy water (D2O) serves as both the coolant and the moderator, as shown
in Fig. 13. Because heavy water makes a much better moderator than light water, such reactors
have the advantage that they can use natural, unenriched uranium fuel (which has about 0.7% U-235
content). An example of this reactor type is the CANDU (Canadian Deuterium-Uranium) reactor,
which has separate heavy-water coolant and heavy water moderator supplies; the pressurized D2O
coolant is used to boil light water via a heat exchanger. There is very little neutron absorption in
D2O, but most of the neutron absorption that does occur results in tritium production.

Figure 13. CANDU (Canadian Deuterium-Uranium) reactor. (1) Fuel bundle. (2) Ca-
landria (reactor core). (3) Adjuster rods. (4) Heavy water pressure reservoir. (5) Steam generator.
(6) Light water pump. (7) Heavy water pump. (8) Fueling machines. (9) Heavy water moderator.
(10) Pressure tube. (11) Steam going to steam turbine. (12) Cold water returning from turbine.
(13) Reinforced concrete containment building. From Wikipedia.
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5.4 High-Temperature Gas-Cooled/Pebble Bed Reactors

In high-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGRs), a graphite moderator and helium reactor core
coolant are used; the helium boils water via a heat exchanger. There are no problems with helium
changing phase (unlike water coolant), so this type of reactor can operate at very high tempera-
tures and hence high thermal efficiencies. HTGRs are good for breeding 233U fuel from thorium-
232. A noteworthy disadvantage is that graphite is flammable; several reactor accidents have
involved graphite fires. To avoid this problem and other problems, most currently considered
high-temperature gas-cooled reactors use a pebble bed design, in which thorium/uranium fuel and
graphite moderator are mixed together and sealed inside spherical silicon-carbide-encased pebbles
(Fig. 14 upper right). The reactor core operates somewhat like a giant gumball machine (Fig. 14
lower left). Old pebbles can be removed from the bottom of the core for inspection and recycling
or disposal. New or recycled pebbles can be added to the top of the core. The gaseous helium
coolant circulates among the pebbles in the core. Because this design can use natural thorium as a
starting material, keeps the fuel and graphite contained within encased pebbles, and is inherently
safe against meltdowns, it has many advantages over earlier fission reactor designs.

Figure 14. Pebble bed reactor. Upper right: Thorium/uranium fuel and graphite moderator
are intermixed in spherical silicon-carbide-encased pellets. Lower left: New pebbles can be added to
the top of the reactor core, and old pebbles can be removed from the bottom of the core. Gaseous he-
lium coolant circulates among the pebbles in the core. Heat from the helium is used to boil water and
run steam-driven turbine generators. From www.euronuclear.org/info/encyclopedia/p/pebble.htm.
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5.5 Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors

Liquid metal fast breeder reactors (LMFBRs) use liquid sodium as the coolant and have no moder-
ator. In order to avoid moderating the fast neutrons, the reactors need a coolant that only contains
relatively heavy nuclei, at least heavier than the hydrogen and oxygen in water. Liquid sodium
is heavy enough and has excellent heat transfer characteristics; however, sodium reacts violently
with water and oxygen, and it also becomes radioactive in the core due to neutron capture. For
safety the radioactive sodium from the core runs through a heat exchanger to heat nonradioactive
sodium, which is then used to actually boil water in a second heat exchanger (Fig. 15). Because
the reactor must rely on the less efficient fast-neutron-induced fission process instead of the more
efficient thermal-neutron-induced fission process, the reactor fuel must be fairly highly enriched
(> 15% 235U or 239Pu) fuel. Fast neutrons are especially good at transmuting 238U into 239Pu, so
in LMFBR’s a breeding blanket of 238U is placed around the core; fast neutrons escaping from the
core bombard the blanket and convert it into 239Pu. Thus such breeder reactors can produce more
fissionable fuel than they consume.

A variant of the LMFBR idea which has been proposed is the Integral Fast Reactor, in which the
bred 239Pu is used by the reactor that made it. This choice allows all of the nuclear material to
remain at the same closed site. In a further variation, molten lead can be used instead of molten
sodium for the coolant.

Figure 15. Liquid metal fast breeder reactor. The core contains fuel elements but no
moderator. Molten sodium circulates among the fuel elements to cool them, then transfers the
heat to water (via non-radioactive secondary sodium as an intermediary), boiling the water and
powering steam-driven generators.
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5.6 Fusion-Fission Hybrid Reactors

As described in Plasma Physics and Fusion, fusion reactors confine and heat plasmas of hydrogen
isotopes or other very light elements to produce fusion reactions. Even after decades of development,
it is still technologically difficult (though not theoretically impossible) to sufficiently confine and
heat the plasma without investing more energy than can be extracted from the fusion reactions.
However, even a fusion reactor that does not generate net power would still produce a copious
amount of neutrons, especially if it uses a deuterium-tritium (DT) mixture, the fuel in which it is
easiest to initiate fusion reactions:

D + T → 4He (3.5 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV) (117)

Tritium is radioactive, decaying into 3He with a half-life of 12.3 years. Therefore there is virtually
no naturally occuring tritium; tritium must be created, and this can be done by neutron absorption
in a lithium-6 blanket surrounding the fusion plasma:

n + 6Li → 4He (2.1 MeV) + T (2.7 MeV) (118)

As shown in Fig. 16, if a fusion reactor were surrounded by fission fuel (in addition to any necessary
lithium blanket, magnetic coils, etc.), the fusion neutrons could initiate fission reactions, thereby
releasing enough energy to permit net power production [5].

Figure 16. Fusion-fission hybrid reactor. A toroidal system system of magnetic fields (only
half of which is shown for clarity) confines and heats a deuterium-tritium plasma (yellow) to create
fusion reactions. Neutrons from the fusion reactions are absorbed in the adjacent fission reactor
core (red), triggering fission reactions that produce additional energy. A blanket (blue) contains
lithium-6, which also absorbs some of the neutrons to replenish the tritium for the reactor. In
some alternative designs, the fission core and/or lithium blanket are located outside some of the
magnetic coils. From Nature Physics 5, 370-372 (2009).
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Thus the chief advantage of a fusion-fission hybrid reactor over pure fusion reactors is that the
hybrid could more easily produce net power. The major advantages relative to pure fission reactors
are that the hybrid does not require a critical mass of fission fuel and that the hybrid can use
unenriched or even depleted uranium as fission fuel. The 14-MeV neutrons produced by DT fusion
reactions are well above the threshold to initiate fission in uranium-238 (Fig. 7).

Unfortunately, hybrids appear to combine many of the worst disadvantages of both pure fusion
and pure fission reactors [5]. Like a pure fusion reactor, a hybrid would require a large volume of
very expensive, very fragile equipment such as vacuum chambers, superconducting magnets, ion
guns, etc. Like a pure fission reactor, a hybrid would produce a contain a wide variety of long-
lived high-level radioactive isotopes. Moreover, a hybrid would need to pack everything required
for both fusion and fission reactions into the same volume, making all the components subject to
radiation damage and radioactive contamination, yet simultaneously difficult to access and replace
when necessary. Finally, a hybrid would pose a serious risk of nuclear weapons proliferation to
countries or terrorists with access to it, since it could be easily used to breed plutonium-239 from
a uranium-238 blanket and would also contain a significant amount of tritium.
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6 Fuel Enrichment

There are known uranium deposits in many locations around the world. Uranium ore in these
deposits typically consists of 0.1-2% uranium mixed with other elements. Prior to shipping, the
uranium ore is milled or refined to at least 80% U3O8; this refined product is called yellow cake
due to its color.

Natural uranium contains approximately 0.7% 235U and 99.3% 238U. For use in light-water or
graphite moderated reactors, the 235U content of the fuel must be increased to 2-4%. For use in
fast reactors or fission bombs, the 235U content must be increased to 85-95%. The excess 238U that
is removed is called depleted uranium or tails; it used for other applications such as military
ammunition and nuclear bomb casings, due to its very high density and other properties.

Preferentially accumulating one isotope versus another of the same element is called enrichment.
As shown in Fig. 17, there are several different methods of enrichment: (a) electromagnetic sep-
aration, (b) gaseous diffusion, (c) centrifugation, and (d) laser isotope separation. The first two
are obsolete and primarily of historical interest; centrifugation is most widely used now, and laser
isotope separation holds the most promise for the future. Once enriched, the uranium is generally
converted to UO2 and formed into pellets that are then assembled into zircaloy- or stainless-steel-
clad fuel rods for use in reactors.
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Figure 17. Uranium enrichment methods include (a) electromagnetic separation, (b)
gaseous diffusion, (c) centrifugation, and (d) laser isotope separation.
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6.1 Electromagnetic Separation

Mass spectrometers or circular particle accelerators can separate particles with different masses
[Fig. 17(a), Nuclear Physics 5.4, Plasma Physics and Fusion 8.1]. If uranium ions are ionized and
accelerated to a certain energy, an applied magnetic field can bend the trajectory of the uranium
ions, with lower-mass 235U ions having more curvature than higher-mass 238U ions. This effect
creates spatial separation between the two isotopes and thus can enrich the isotopes to very high
purities. However, because of the very low particle densities and sophisticated equipment required,
this enrichment approach is prohibitively expensive for fission fuel, although it was tested by the
United States during World War II in devices called Calutrons.

6.2 Gaseous Diffusion

If a gas contains two isotopes with different masses mheavy and mlight but the same temperature

T , the thermal velocity of the lighter isotope will be
√
mheavy/mlight times faster than that of the

heavier isotope (v ∼
√
kBT/m). If pressurized gas is forced to diffuse through a barrier containing

small pores, the lighter isotope will thus diffuse
√
mheavy/mlight times faster than the heavier

isotope, permitting a small amount of enrichment per barrier stage [Fig. 17(b)]. By connecting
many such diffusion barriers in series, significant amounts of enrichment can be obtained.

The only compound of uranium suitable for enrichment by gaseous diffusion is uranium hexafluoride
(UF6), which is solid below 56oC but gaseous above that temperature. UF6 is very reactive with
water and highly corrosive to organic materials (except Teflon) and most metals except nickel and
aluminum, so the diffusion barriers are generally formed from porous nickel or possibly porous
aluminum. The fluorine mass per molecule (6 × 19.0 = 114) is small enough not to completely
obscure the small mass difference between 235U and 238U. Including the fluorine, the ratio of the
diffusion velocities vlight of 235UF6 and vheavy of 238UF6 is

vlight

vheavy
=

√
mheavy

mlight
=

√
238 + 114

235 + 114
≈ 1.0043 (119)

In practice, at least 1000 pressurized barrier stages in series are required to obtain reactor-level
enrichment, and many more to obtain bomb-level enrichment. The United States employed this
method during World War II, but it is very cumbersome and energy-intensive, due to the large
number of stages and the energy required to pressurize each stage. Thus more efficient methods
such as centrifugation are used nowadays. For detailed information on gaseous diffusion plants, see
[6].

6.3 Gas Centrifuges

Centrifuges are routinely used to separate liquids of different densities, but specially designed
centrifuges can also separate gas molecules of different weights. As with gaseous diffusion, the
uranium is in the form of hot corrosive UF6, so centrifuge components must be made from resistant
materials such as aluminum, nickel, and Teflon.
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Figure 17(c) shows a highly simplified illustration of a gas centrifuge. The centrifuge is essentially
a long rotating drum, and UF6 is brought in along the axis of rotation. Heavier 238UF6 molecules
tend to move toward the outer walls of the centrifuge, while lighter 235UF6 is more buoyant and
tends to remain closer to the axis. Of course, the two isotopes still intermingle, but gas somewhat
depleted of 235U can be removed near the outer wall of the cylinder, and gas somewhat enriched
for 235U can be drawn off closer to the axis. The centrifuge operates in a continuous fashion with
fresh gas entering the chamber and old gas leaving it.

The enrichment that can be achieved by one such centrifuge can be estimated by a simple model.
During operation, most of the gas is in a thin layer adjacent to the outer wall. If the wall is at
radius R and rotates at velocity v, gas molecules with mass m immediately adjacent to it will
move at the same velocity and have kinetic energy mv2/2. If molecules move to a radial position r
closer to the axis, in equilibrium they must assume a rotation velocity (r/R)v, or a kinetic energy
(r/R)2mv2/2. The difference in kinetic energies between molecules at radii r and R is

E =

(
1− r2

R2

)
mv2

2
(120)

From Statistical Physics, in a thermal distribution the density of particles n with different energies
E varies like n(E) = n(0) exp(−E/kBT ). In the rotating frame of reference at the outer wall,
molecules adjacent to the wall have zero energy and molecules that climb “higher” (closer to the
axis) have energy E from Eq. (120) relative to that. Therefore the ratio of the densities at radii r
and R is

nr
nR

= exp

[
− mv2

2kBT

(
1− r2

R2

)]
(121)

By applying Eq. (121) first to the densities of light molecules (235UF6) and second to the densities
of heavy molecules (238UF6), and then by taking the ratio of those densities, one finds:

(nlight/nheavy)r
(nlight/nheavy)R

= exp

[
(mheavy −mlight)v

2

2kBT

(
1− r2

R2

)]
(122)

≈ exp

[(
v

1370 m/sec

)2
(

1− r2

R2

)]
, (123)

where Eq. (123) used a mass difference of 3 atomic mass units and a temperature of 340oK (just
comfortably above the sublimation point of UF6). Using rough estimates of v = 500 m/sec (4800
revolutions per minute and R = 0.1 m) and r/R = 0.8, Eq. (123) yields

(nlight/nheavy)r
(nlight/nheavy)R

≈ 1.049 (124)

As shown by Eq. (124) vs. Eq. (119), the enrichment that can be obtained by one stage of gas
centrifugation is ∼ 10x greater than that obtained from one stage of gaseous diffusion. Therefore,
enrichment of natural uranium to reactor-grade material can be accomplished by ∼ 100 gas cen-
trifuge stages vs. ∼ 1000 gaseous diffusion stages. Each gas centrifuge also uses less energy than
each gaseous diffusion stage (due to the large pressure loss across each diffusion barrier), so enrich-
ment via centrifuges consumes ∼ 25x less energy than enrichment via gaseous diffusion. Because
of these advantages, centrifuges are now widely used for enrichment.
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Actual gas centrifuges are considerably more complicated than indicated by the schematic illus-
tration in Fig. 17(c) or the simplified calculations above. Among other complexities, they include
mechanisms to induce gas circulation within the chamber to optimize isotope separation while
allowing for continuous throughput. For more information on centrifuges, see [6].

6.4 Laser Isotope Separation

The mass of the nucleus has a very small but measurable effect on the energy levels of orbiting
electrons, termed the hyperfine interaction (Quantum Physics ?.?), so different isotopes of the same
element have slightly different energy levels and thus can be excited by photons at slightly different
wavelengths. This principle can be used to separate different isotopes when they are in the form
of either individual atoms or molecules:

In Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation (AVLIS) or the photoionization method, pure
uranium metal is heated to 2300oC to vaporize it. Due to hyperfine interactions, the wavelength to
elevate one electron to an excited state is 502.74 nm for 235U but 502.73 nm for 238U. Therefore a
dye laser precisely tuned to 502.74 nm can excite 235U atoms in the vapor without affecting 238U.
Photons with a wavelength of 262.5 nm from a second laser have enough energy to ionize (completely
free the one excited electron) the excited 235U but not the unexcited 238U atoms. Electric and/or
magnetic fields can remove the singly charged 235U while leaving the neutral 238U [Fig. 17(d)]. In
practice, charge exchange between the two isotopes leads to some neutral 235U and some charged
238U, limiting the enrichment that can be achieved by one pass through an AVLIS system. Even so,
natural uranium can be enriched to reactor-grade levels in one or at most a few passes, versus ∼ 100
for centrifugation and ∼ 1000 for gaseous diffusion. Moreover, AVLIS is precise enough that it can
even harvest the small amount of 235U that remains in the depleted uranium tails left by diffusion
or centrifugation enrichment plants. For a given quantity of uranium and degree of enrichment, the
input energy cost of AVLIS is roughly comparable to that of gas centrifuges, while the equipment
cost is potentially lower, since the cheaper cost of a centrifuge vs. the laser setup is outweighed
by the far larger number of centrifuges required for comparable enrichment. Unfortunately, while
AVLIS was perfected by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, it has yet to be successfully
commercialized.

In Molecular Laser Isotope Separation (MLIS) or the photochemical method, UF6 gas
is used, just as it is for enrichment by diffusion and centrifugation. This is a great advantage over
AVLIS, since UF6 must only be heated to 56oC to become a gas (vs. 2300o for pure uranium).
However, UF6 molecules must then be cooled to 30-77oK to put them into their vibrational ground
state, which largely conflicts with the goal of keeping them in the gaseous instead of solid phase
[6]. If this can be accomplished, photons from a laser with the correct wavelength can be used
to boost 235UF6 (but not 238UF6) molecules to the first excited vibrational state. Photons with
a different wavelength from a second laser then dissociate the excited 235UF6 molecules (but not
the unexcited238UF6 molecules) into UF5 plus atomic fluorine. Under these conditions, UF5 is
a solid, so 235U precipitates out in the solid pentafluoride phase, whereas 238U remains in the
gaseous hexafluoride phase. MLIS was extensively researched by many industrialized countries but
ultimately abandoned by almost all of them due to the conflicting requirements to both heat and
cool the input UF6 as well as many other difficulties.
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7 Nuclear Waste Disposal

One cause of radioactivity in a fission reactor is the transmutation of reactor structural materials
into radioactive substances via neutron bombardment or (activation of the materials). Neutron
bombardment not only induces radioactivity, but it degrades the mechanical and thermal properties
of the structural materials. Although radioactive waste in the form of discarded, degraded reactor
components is a serious concern, it can be minimized by carefully choosing what materials to use
near the reactor core, and will not be considered further here. For more information, see [1, 6].

In contrast, most of the high-level radioactive waste from fission reactors is in the form of spent
reactor fuel and is a fundamental issue for fission power. Spent fuel is a mixture of unburned fuel,
fission products (Figs. 3 and 4), and various actinides produced by neutron activation of the fuel
(Fig. 5). Table 7 gives a breakdown of typical spent fuel from a light-water fission reactor.

Nuclide % by mass

Uranium-238 95
Uranium-235 0.8
Uranium-236 0.4

Plutonium (fissile) 0.65
Plutonium (nonfissile) 0.25

Fission products 2.9

Table 7. Contents of typical spent fuel from a light-water fission reactor [1].

Since typical fresh fuel for light-water reactors is ∼97% uranium-238 and ∼3% uranium-235 (actu-
ally uranium oxide, but the oxygen is ignored here), Table 7 shows that in spent fuel, most of the
initial uranium-235 has been converted to fission products, and ∼2% of the uranium-238 has been
converted to plutonium-239, of which some remains and some has been reduced to fission products.

The activity of a radionuclide sample indicates the number of nuclear decays per second in the
sample. The newer unit of activity is the Becquerel (Bq), equivalent to one decay per second.
Originally activity was expressed in terms of the Curie (Ci), the activity of 1 gram of 226Ra,
approximately 3.7× 1010 Bq. We will use Curies here, since the large size of the unit is much more
convenient than the far smaller Becquerel units. Eventually the activity of a radionuclide sample
goes to zero as the nuclei decay to stable forms. In general, radionuclides with longer half-lives
have lower activities, since the radioactive decays are spread out over a longer period of time.

Fission products include a wide range of radionuclides, most with masses of 90-something or 130-
something (Fig. 3) that are inherently β emitters (Fig. 4) with some γ emission as well. Most
have half-lives less than a couple of years or so and thus will largely decay to more stable isotopes
within a few years. In fact, the total radioactive inventory of spent fuel discharged after three years
in a typical 1000 MWelectric light-water uranium reactor is approximately 3.8 × 109 Curies/year
at discharge, 1.1 × 108 Curies/year 150 days after discharge, and 8.7 × 106 Curies/year 10 years
after discharge [6]. Thus the radioactivity is 33-fold lower after 150 days than at discharge, and
430-fold lower after 10 years than at discharge. If the fission products are stored for 1000 years,
their radioactivity drops by ∼ 10−10 to a level that is lower than the radioactivity of the original
uranium ore that was mined for fuel.
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Of the vast array of fission products, only a handful do not decay within a few years; these are
listed in Table 8. (Note that actinides are not included.)

Nuclide Half-life (years) Curies/year

Europium-154 16 1.9× 105

Strontium-90 29 2.1× 106

Cesium-137 30 2.9× 106

Samarium-151 87 3.4× 104

Technetium-99 2.1× 105 390
Selenium-79 1.1× 106 11
Zirconium-93 1.5× 106 52
Cesium-135 2.3× 106 7.8
Iodine-129 1.6× 107 1.0

Table 8. Production rates of major long-lived radioactive fission products by a 1000
MWelectric light-water uranium reactor, evaluated at 150 days after discharge [6].

There are three general approaches to disposing of fission waste: (1) long-term storage, (2) repro-
cessing, and (3) transmutation, which will be briefly described below. Ultimately the best solution
may be some combination of these three.
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7.1 Long-Term Storage of Nuclear Waste

As illustrated in Fig. 18, high-level waste can be stored in a chemically inert form, packaged
very well, and buried in a geologically stable site for very long term (thousands of years) storage.
Ostensibly this is the preferred method in the U.S., although no one wants the storage site to be
near them, so waste from commercial reactors has yet to be taken to any central long-term storage
sites. Thus far the waste has generally been indefinitely stored at “temporary” storage facilities
adjacent to each reactor. Thermal energy generated by the decay of this material (afterheat)
requires recently spent reactor fuel to be cooled. For more information on waste packaging and
storage options, see [6].

Figure 18. Long-term underground storage of fission waste.
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7.2 Fuel Reprocessing

By means of chemical reprocessing (Fig. 18), bred 239Pu or leftover 235U can be recovered from
spent reactor fuel, repackaged, and used again for fuel. Uranium-238 can also be recycled. Many
other actinides can also be recycled without adversely affecting the repackaged fuel.
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Figure 19. Reprocessing of spent fission fuel. By a series of chemical processes, spent fuel
rods are separated into non-fuel components (zircaloy claddings, etc.), fission products, uranium,
and plutonium.
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The most widely used chemical method for reprocessing spent fission fuel is called the Purex process.
It is quite complex and is described in detail in [6], but a very simplified overview is illustrated
schematically in Fig. 19:

1. Spent fuel rods are soaked in hot nitric acid, which dissolves uranium, plutonium, and fission
products, but not zircaloy claddings and other hardware. Thus non-fuel reactor materials can
be separated out for waste disposal. Gaseous fission products are also removed at this time.

2. Then the polar aqueous nitric acid solution containing uranium nitrates, plutonium nitrates,
and fission-product nitrates is mixed with a nonpolar organic solvent, which is a kerosene-like
mixture containing n-tributyl phosphate (TBP). At this point, uranium is in a hexavalent
state (VI) and plutonium is in a tetravalent state (IV), both of which prefer to pass into
the nonpolar TBP layer of the immiscible polar-nonpolar fluid combination. In contrast, the
fission products are generally in a pentavalent state (V) and prefer to remain in the polar
nitric acid layer, so they can be separated out, concentrated, and vitrified for disposal as
high-level radioactive waste.

3. The TBP organic solution containing uranium and plutonium is treated with a limited re-
ductant (such as ferrous ions, Fe+2), which reduces plutonium (IV) to plutonium (III) but
leaves the uranium (VI) unaffected. The nonpolar organic solvent is again mixed with polar
aqueous nitric acid. The uranium (VI) still prefers the nonpolar solvent, but unlike plutonium
(IV), plutonium (III) actually prefers the polar solvent. Thus plutonium and uranium can be
separated for individual processing.

4. Uranium nitrate is purified from the nonpolar solvent and converted to uranium hexafluoride
for enrichment (Section 5.6), since the uranium-235 content of uranium from spent fuel is
approximately as low as that of natural uranium (∼ 0.7%).

5. Plutonium nitrate is purified from the polar solvent and converted to plutonium dioxide for
fuel.

In practice, up to three rounds of polar-nonpolar solvent purification are used to achieve high purity
of the fission product, uranium, and plutonium fractions. If desired, uranium and plutonium can
be mixed together for reactor fuel, using the proper proportions of plutonium to uranium (and/or
enrichment of the uranium) to achieve 2-4% total content of fissile uranium-235 plus plutonium-239.

Fuel reprocessing is sufficiently expensive that in economic terms it is only marginally more attrac-
tive than using fresh reactor fuel each time. However, its main advantage is that it can reduce the
volume of high-level waste which one must dispose of by a factor of ∼ 33-fold, based on the char-
acteristic values in Table 7. Currently the U.S. does not perform fuel reprocessing for commercial
power reactors, although other countries such as France and Japan do.

A similar reprocessing method used for separating thorium, uranium, and fission products from
spent fuel in thorium-232/uranium-233 fuel cycles (Section 1.1) is called the Thorex process [6].
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7.3 Transmutation of Nuclear Waste

Of the radionuclides in spent fission fuel, some can be reprocessed into new fuel and others have
half-lives on the order of a few years or less and will decay away on their own, but some prob-
lematic radionuclides are not useful for fuel and have long half-lives. An alternative to long-term
storage for these radionuclides is to transmute them into isotopes that have shorter half-lives or
are completely stable. Transmutation can be accomplished by bombarding the radionuclides with
neutrons, protons, or possibly other particles, using one or more of the following systems:

• Fission reactors could provide either slow or fast neutrons for transmutation.

• Fusion reactors (regardless of whether they produce net power) could provide 14.1-MeV neu-
trons (from deuterium-tritium reactions), 2.45-MeV neutrons (from deuterium-deuterium re-
actions, or 14.7-MeV protons (from deuterium-helium-3 reactions).

• Particle accelerators could provide protons or potentially other particles.

Examples of candidate transmutation reactions include:

Technetium-99 + slow n =⇒ Technetium-100 (16 sec) =⇒ Ruthenium-100 (stable) (125)

Iodine-129 + slow n =⇒ Iodine-130 (12.4 hours) =⇒ Xenon-130 (stable) (126)

Pilot experiments have demonstrated the scientific feasibility of such methods, although they have
not yet been used commercially. For transmutation to be practical, three criteria must be met:

• The radionuclide to be transmuted must have a sufficiently large cross section for the bom-
barding slow neutrons, fast neutrons, or protons.

• The radionuclide must be chemically separated from other elements and separated via enrich-
ment from other isotopes of the same element that would actually become more radioactive
as a result of the transmutation.

• The separation and transmutation processes must be economically viable.

At present it is unclear which if any processes can meet these criteria, although the potential
promise is readily apparent. For more details, see [7].
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8 Fission Explosives

By rapidly assembling a supercritical mass of relatively pure fission fuel, it is possible to produce
an explosive fission chain reaction. For such an application, the reaction should proceed rapidly
enough that a significant fraction of the fuel atoms have time to fission before the energy released
by the reaction vaporizes and disperses the fuel. Since the fission reaction must proceed as rapidly
as possible, one relies on prompt fast neutrons and neglects thermal and delayed neutrons.

The following information on fission explosives is adapted solely from unclassified sources [8-12].
No classified sources were used. As such this can only be regarded as an introduction to some
of the elementary considerations of fission bomb design.

8.1 Implosion vs. Gun-Type Bomb Designs

There are two major methods of assembling a supercritical mass and creating an explosion:

(1) In an implosion-type fission bomb [Fig. 20], a solid or nearly solid subcritical mass of fission
fuel is surrounded by conventional explosives. Detonation of the conventional explosives compresses
the core of fission fuel until the core becomes small enough to be supercritical [8-11]. The first atomic
bomb (Trinity test explosion near Alamagordo, New Mexico) and the bomb dropped on Nagasaki,
Japan (“Fat Man” bomb) were implosion devices, and implosion-type fission bombs are used to
ignite the fusion fuel in modern hydrogen bombs [9-11].

Figure 20. Unclassified diagram of an implosion-type fission bomb. From Wikipedia.
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(2) In a gun-type fission bomb [Fig. 21], two separate subcritical pieces of fission fuel are
suddenly brought together to form a supercritical mass. This may be accomplished by building
a conventional-explosive-powered “gun” that fires one piece of fission fuel into another piece of
fuel [8-9,11]. The “Little Boy” bomb dropped on Hiroshima, Japan was of this type. Gun-type
devices must use 235U fuel. 239Pu has too many spontaneous fission events due to fairly ubiquitous
impurities in the fuel; neutrons from these spontaneous fissions would probably trigger a premature
chain reaction when the two fuel pieces are just starting to come together, resulting in only a whimpy
explosion (a “fizzle”). Gun designs require less technical sophistication than implosion designs, but
they require much more fission fuel and their efficiency is very low (only ∼ 1% of the fuel fissions).

Figure 21. Unclassified diagram of an gun-type fission bomb. From Wikipedia.

Since implosion designs are much more popular than gun-type designs, only implosion bombs will
be considered for the remainder of this discussion of fission explosives.

8.2 Explosive Yield, Peak Temperature, and Critical Mass

The energy yield from fission and fusion explosives is measured in kilotons or megatons, where one
ton (T) is the explosive energy released by one ton of TNT. Using 1 T = 4.2·109 J and E = mc2, it is
found that approximately one gram of matter (0.93 grams, actually) must be completely converted
into energy to produce a 20 kT explosion. Together with Eq. (1), this means that approximately
1 kg of fission fuel must be completely fissioned to yield a 20 kT explosion.

The plutonium implosion bomb detonated in the 1945 Trinity test had a yield of 18.6 kT and an
efficiency of roughly 20% [8], indicating a plutonium mass of about 5 kg. It is probably safe to
assume that the efficiencies of modern implosion devices are considerably higher. Fission bombs
can range in size from sub-kiloton yields to megaton-level explosions [9, 11].
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Assuming that most of the fission energy is converted to thermal radiation during the most intense
early phases of the explosion, and that the radiation is temporarily confined to a small expanding
volume V by the nearly opaque plutonium plasma, one can relate the kiloton yield to the peak
radiation temperature of the fission explosion:

Eradiation = 4
σSB
c

T 4
rad V = 3.26 T 4

keV Vm3 kt (127)

Because of the fourth power of the temperature, the temperature is not very sensitive to changes in
the yield or volume. Estimating a 20 kt yield trapped in a plasma ball that expands from a volume
of ∼ 10−3 to ∼ 1 m3 before dispersing results in a temperature that falls from 8.9 to 1.6 keV.
Perfectly in line with these estimates, the maximum temperature in fission explosions is reported
to be ∼ 5 − 10 keV [10], and the temperature once the fission explosion has filled a larger bomb
casing is more like ∼ 1− 2 keV [9].

The minimum amount of fission fuel required to make a bomb is determined by the critical mass.
Using Eq. (67) for the critical radius of a spherical core surrounded by a thick uranium tamper,
the critical mass of a spherical implosion bomb may be written as

Mcritical =
4

3
πρR3

critical =
4

3
πρ

(
πL

2
√
k∞ − 1

)3

. (128)

Assuming the core is pure 239Pu of normal solid density and choosing suitable values of L ≈ 3.0
cm, k∞ ≈ η ≈ 2.9, and ρ ≈ 19.84 · 103 kg/m3 [1, 4], one finds

Rcritical ≈ 3.4 cm (129)

Mcritical ≈ 3.3 kg (130)

In practice, the minimum critical mass for a fission bomb will differ from this estimate due to two
factors:

1. Because the diffusion length is inversely proportional to the density (L =
√
D/Σabs ∝ N−1 ∝

ρ−1), the critical radius and critical mass have the density dependences of Rcritical ∝ ρ−1 and
Mcritical ∝ ρ−2, respectively. This fact indicates that the critical mass can be substantially
decreased by using conventional explosives to implode and compress the core. It is reported
that such explosive compression techniques can increase the density by more than a factor
of two relative to the normal solid density [8-9]. Due to the density dependence of the
critical mass, this information implies that the minimum amount of plutonium required for
an implosion bomb is less than 1 kg.

2. Layers of depleted uranium and/or beryllium can be used to reflect neutrons back into the
core [8-11]. One does not derive quite as much advantage from the neutron reflectors as
one might naively expect, since the bomb explosion proceeds so rapidly that some neutrons
striking the reflector do not have time to return into the core before the reaction stops [8].
Also, the assumptions Dr = Dc and Lr = ∞ which were involved in deriving Eqs. (67) and
(128) are somewhat crude. In view of all of these factors, the critical mass which has been
calculated here should be regarded as only a rough value.
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Proper compression of the core requires the conventional explosives to be shaped into an elaborate
segmented lens arrangement to focus the explosive energy on the core. Apparently the segmented
structure resembles the pattern of hexagons and pentagons on a soccer ball [9-11].

Neutrons from spontaneous fission events might trigger a chain reaction once the core has been
compressed to criticality, but to ensure that a chain reaction will start then, a controllable neutron
source is used. In the Manhattan project implosion bombs, this neutron initiator was a polo-
nium/beryllium neutron source [8]. In modern bombs the initiator is a tube with a gaseous mixture
of deuterium and tritium which produces fusion neutrons when energized with a high voltage [8, 10].

Uranium-235 has a larger diffusion length and smaller neutron multiplication factor than plutonium,
so a uranium bomb must have a larger critical mass than has been calculated here for plutonium.

As has already been mentioned, the core of a fission bomb must be subcritical until it is imploded.
This condition is satisfied by a solid spherical plutonium core whose mass is less than 3.3 kg, the
critical mass at normal density. Cores with masses larger than that amount must not be solid
spheres, and so they must be of some other configuration, such as a hollow spherical shape [8, 10].

8.3 Maximizing Fission Efficiency

After the core has been compressed to its maximum density, the energy generated by the fission
reaction will cause the core’s radius to expand and its density to decrease. Therefore at some point
in the expansion process the core will become subcritical and the reaction will stop. The fraction
of the fuel nuclei which have undergone fission by that time determines the bomb’s efficiency.

To illustrate how detrimental the expansion process can be to the fission reaction, consider a bomb
whose explosion begins after the core has been compressed to a maximum density ρ(t = 0) and
minimum radius R(t = 0). Conservation of mass dictates that at subsequent times the density as
a function of the radius will be

ρ(t) = ρ(0)

[
R(0)

R(t)

]3

. (131)

As has already been mentioned, Rcritical ∝ ρ−1, so if Rcritical(t = 0) is the critical radius for the
maximum density ρ(0), the critical radius at subsequent times will be

Rcritical(t) = Rcritical(0)

[
ρ(0)

ρ(t)

]
. (132)

Combining Eqs. (131) and (132), one may see that the fission reaction will stop at a time tf after
the start of the expansion such that

R(tf )

R(0)
=

Rcritical(tf )

R(0)
=

√
R(0)

Rcritical(0)
=

[
M

Mcritical(0)

]1/6

, (133)

in which Mcritical(0) is the critical mass required for a reaction when the core is maximally com-
pressed and M is the actual mass. Thus a very small amount of expansion will halt the reaction.

As an example, consider a bomb containing one uncompressed critical mass worth of Pu-239, 3.3
kg, equivalent to a sphere of radius 3.4 cm. If the plutonium is compressed to twice its natural
density, or a radius of R(0) = (3.4 cm)/21/3 = 2.7 cm, it will have four times the minimum required
mass, M = 4Mcritical(0). During the explosion, the fuel can only expand to 41/6 ≈ 1.26 times its
maximally compressed radius R(0) before its reaction stops. This corresponds to a change in radius
of

∆R = 0.26× 2.7 cm = 7 mm (134)
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The expansion occurs at the velocity of sound vs in the fuel, governed by the ion temperature Ti
and ion mass mi (relative to the proton mass mp):

vs ≈
√

3kBTi
mi

= 5.35× 105
√
mp

mi

√
Ti, keV m/sec (135)

≈ 1.1× 105 m/sec (136)

where Eq. (136) assumed typical values of Ti ≈ 5 keV and mi/mp ≈ 120 for the fission products.

Thus the disassembly time for the core to become subcritical is

τdisassembly ≈ ∆R

vs
≈ 60 nsec (137)

By comparison, from Eq. (14), the time for fast fission neutrons to multiply from one generation
to the next is

τgen ≈ 1

nfuelσfvn
(138)

in which nfuel is the density of fuel nuclei, σf is the fission cross section for fast neutrons, and vn
is the average velocity of fast neutrons:

vn =

√
3kBTn
mn

= 5.35× 105
√
Tn, keV m/sec (139)

≈ 1.7× 107 m/sec for Tn = 1000 keV (140)

The atomic density of uncompressed 239Pu is 5.0 × 1028 m−3. Assuming a time-averaged (during
the critical phase) 1.5x compression to nfuel = 7.5 × 1028 m−3, a fission cross section of σf = 1.73
b = 1.73× 10−28 m2 for 1 MeV neutrons in 239Pu, and the neutron velocity from Eq. (140), Eq.
(138) yields

τgen ≈ 4.5 nsec (141)

Comparing Eq. (137) to Eq. (141), the ratio is
τdisassembly

τgen
≈ 13 (142)

In other words, there will only be time for on the order of 13 or so neutron generations to multiply
in the core before the fuel expands to the point it becomes subcritical. The precise ratio will
vary somewhat depending on the fuel mass, degree of compression, velocity distribution of fast
neutrons, neutron losses, and other factors. Nonetheless, our estimate is probably a reasonable
approximation. Therefore, we must consider how much of the fuel can be fissioned in only ∼ 13
generations. The number of 239Pu atoms in a 3.3-kg core is

Nfuel =
NAM

A
≈ 8.3× 1024 atoms (143)

If the fission chain reaction starts with a single neutron and the number of neutrons is multiplied
by ∼ e ≈ 2.7 per generation, it would require

ln(Nfuel) ≈ 57 generations of neutrons (144)

to completely fission all the fuel. Clearly ∼ 13 generations of neutrons would only fission a minute
fraction of the fuel, resulting in a very low bomb efficiency.
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One method of greatly improving the efficiency is to surround the core with a heavy tamper material
like depleted uranium [7-10]. The inertia of the tamper hinders the explosive expansion of the core
somewhat, lengthens the amount of time until the fission reaction dies out, and thereby improves
the efficiency. Since the expansion velocity of an object with energy E and mass M varies like
v ∼

√
E/M , surrounding the fuel mass Mfuel with a much heavier tamper Mtamper �Mfuel should

lengthen the disassembly time by a factor of
√
Mtamper/Mfuel. For complete fission, lengthening

the disassembly time from ∼ 13 to ∼ 57 generations requires a mass ratio of

Mtamper

Mfuel
≈
(

57

13

)2

≈ 20 (145)

This tamper/fuel ratio of ∼ 20 is in line with reports about early fission bomb designs [8,10]. Thus
a ∼ 60 kg depleted uranium tamper would be required for a ∼ 3 kg core.

(The heavy depleted uranium tamper is also useful for imparting inward momentum to the plu-
tonium core during the implosion process [8,10]; this effect should be analogous to placing a coin
on top of a basketball, dropping the basketball to the floor, and having the momentum imparted
by the basketball to the coin during the rebound launch the coin far up into the air. Of course,
depleted uranium makes a fairly good neutron reflector as well, as has already been discussed.)

Another way to improve the efficiency is fusion boosting, which involves the injection of a mixture
of deuterium and tritium into the center of the core [8-10]. The heat and pressure of the fission
explosion cause the deuterium-tritium (DT) mixture to fuse, creating 14-MeV fusion neutrons which
irradiate the surrounding core and induce more fission reactions than would otherwise occur.

If the core is compressed and heated to ∼ 5 keV, a DT mixture will rapidly fuse. (See Plasma
Physics and Fusion 6 for a general discussion of compressing DT to fusion conditions.) Assuming
complete fusion of M = 3 g of a 50:50 DT mixture, with a mass A = 5 per DT pair, the number
of neutrons produced is

NDT neutrons =
NAM

A
≈ 3.6× 1023 14-MeV neutrons (146)

If these fusion neutrons are emitted near the start of the fission chain reaction, the neutron multi-
plication factor required to fission the entire core is only

Nfuel

NDT neutrons
≈ 23 (147)

This neutron multiplication factor corresponds to

ln

(
Nfuel

NDT neutrons

)
≈ 3 generations of neutrons (148)

Therefore, a small amount of DT injected into the center of a fission bomb can easily allow complete
fission of all the plutonium before the core disassembles. By controlling the amount of injected DT,
one can adjust the fission yield over a wide range. A small reservoir of DT is also far, far lighter
than a ∼ 100 kg tamper. Whereas early fission bombs used massive tampers, modern fission bombs
presumably rely almost entirely on DT boosting to achieve high efficiencies. Of course, tritium
has a half-life of approximately 12.3 years, so one must periodically replace the tritium in the gas
reservoir in order to maintain a boosted fission bomb in operational condition.
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8.4 Weapons Effects

Fission weapons simultaneously produce several different effects which cause damage. These
weapons effects are described in [8, 12]. Among the effects are:

• Fireball and flash burns. A large fraction of the energy released in the explosion goes into
heating the surrounding air to a temperature of several thousand degrees Celsius. Before the
fireball fades out a few seconds after the explosion, it radiates a large amount of light and
other electromagnetic waves due to the incandescence of the air. This thermal radiation can
cause flash burns to human skin at a radius of a couple of miles or more, depending on the
size of the bomb.

• Radiation. Approximately 3% of the fission energy comes out in the form of 3-MeV gamma
rays from the fission products during the first minute after the explosion. The lethal radius
for these gamma rays is approximately one mile from the center of the explosion, and varies
somewhat depending on the size of the bomb. Neutron radiation is secondary in importance
to the gamma irradiation, since the lethality radius due to the neutrons is smaller than that
due to the gamma rays.

• Acoustic blast wave. Naively one might expect the aerodynamic shock wave created by the
explosion to obey the inverse square law and fall off like E/r2, where E is the energy of the
explosion and r is the distance from the center of the blast. However, the thickness of the
wavefront increases in proportion to r, so the damage falls off like E/r3 [8]. Thus if one
wishes to increase the blast damage radius by a factor of 10, one must build a bomb that
is 1000 times more powerful. That can help explain the reasons for building megaton-range
fusion bombs instead of kiloton-range fission bombs. Note that this blast damage relationship
should only hold true as long as the blast damage radius is appreciably less that the thickness
of the Earth’s atmosphere; for larger blasts, the pressure bubble created by the explosion
will find it easier to expand upward to the vacuum of space than outward along the Earth’s
surface.

• Radioactive fallout. A typical fission bomb produces a level of radioactivity which is several
billion Curies immediately after the explosion and remains in the mega-Curie range for several
days thereafter. The radionuclides produced by a fission bomb are similar to those produced
by fission reactors (Section 5.7). If desired, fallout can be enhanced by adding to the bomb
substances which will be transmuted into especially unpleasant radioactive isotopes during
the explosion.

In terms of timing, radiation propagates from the explosion at the speed of light, the blast wave
propagates at the speed of sound, and the fallout can rain down for some period of time, depending
on the bomb’s size and its altitude at detonation. A bomb detonated in the air will create more
widespread destruction than one detonated at ground level.
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